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The State of New Hampshire
The Polls will be open from 10 : 00 A .M . to 6 : 00 P .M
.
To the inhabitants of the Town of Tuftonboro in the County of Carroll
in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs
:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Tuftonboro Town House in said
Tuftonboro on Tuesday, the eleventh day of March, next at 10:00 of the
clock in the forenoon, to act upon the subjects listed below. (It is an-
ticipated that the meeting will proceed with Article 1 at that time, with
action on the remainder of the articles adjourned until 8:00 p.m. of that
day at the Tuftonboro Central School.)
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing (by
official town ballot)
.
2. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Eight Hundred Eleven and 38 / 100 Dollars ($811.38) for town road aid as
approved by the Budget Committee. The State, in turn, will contribute
Five Thousand Four Hundred Eight and 53 / 100 Dollars ($5,408.53)
.
3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Ten
Thousand Four Hundred Twenty and 25/100 Dollars ($10,420.25) as
approved by the Budget Committee, and authorize its withdrawal from
state highway subsidy (Chapter 241, Section 14 of the Revised Statutes
Annotated, as amended). This money is to be applied to maintenance,
construction, or reconstruction of Class V highways in the Town.
4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the amount
forthcoming from State additional highway subsidy (Chapter 241, Section
15 of the Revised Statutes Annotated, as amended) and authorize its with-
drawal from said fund as approved by the Budget Committee. This
amount is currently estimated at Eight Thousand Seven Hundred
Twenty-six and 48 / 100 Dollars ($8,726.48) . This money may be used only
for construction or reconstruction of Class V highways in the Town.
5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Twenty Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($20,500.00) for the purchase of a
fire boat. This item is to be paid for from current year revenue, and has
the approval of the Budget Committee.
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One
Thousand Two Hundred Dollars ($1,200.00) for interest charges, as ap-
proved by the Budget Committee, and authorize the Selectmen to borrow
money in anticipation of collection of taxes for the current year and issue




To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One
Thousand Eight Hundred Seventy-seven Dollars ($1,877.00) to pay to the
Lakes Region Planning Commission in order for the Town to retain its
active membership in said Commission and avail itself of the services
offered. This item is submitted with the approval of the Budget Com-
mittee.
8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000.00) to be used at the discretion of the
Selectmen for alleviation of any condition leading to pollution, the cause
of which may be attributed to an improper action by a State or Town
Board. This item is on the warrant by voter petition, and is submitted
without the approval of the Budget Committee.
9. To see if the Town will vote to require that the Selectmen, before
disposing of real property the title to which has been acquired by tax
collector's deed, first consult with the Conservation Commission, said
commission to recommend if the retention of such real property would be
in the best interests of the Town as provided in RSA 80:42a, subject to
final ratification of the annual, or a special, town meeting.
10. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the provisions of RSA 72:62
for a property tax exemption on real property equipped with solar energy
heating or cooling system which exemption shall be a deduction of the
appraised value of the solar system from the appraised value of the
property . This item is on the warrant by voter petition
.
11 To see if the Town will vote in favor of adopting an amendment to
the existing Zoning Ordinance and to be Article XV of same, entitled
"Wetlands Conservation District Ordinance," the text of which follows in
attachment hereto.
12. To hear the report of the Tuftonboro Highway Study Committee as
proposed at the 1979 Town Meeting.
13
.
To see if the Town will vote to raise such sums of money as may be
necessary to defray town charges for the ensuing year and make ap-
propriations of the same, the sum of Two Hundred Eighty Thousand
Seven Hundred Ninety-eight Dollars ($280,798.00) as recommended by
the Budget Committee, plus such additional sums as may be required to
cover the costs of additional items voted at the meeting and in ac-
cordance with RSA 32:8.
To transact any other business that may legally come before the
meeting.
ARTICLE XV
WETLANDS CONSERVATION DISTRICT ORDINANCE
A. Purpose and Intent
The purpose of this article is to protect the public health, safety and
general welfare by controlling and guiding the use of land areas which
have been found to be subjected to high water tables for extended
periods of time.
It is intended that this article shall:
1
.
Prevent the development of structures and land uses on naturally
occurring wetlands which will contribute to pollution of surface and
ground water by sewage or toxic substances.
2. Prevent the destruction of, or significant changes to natural
wetlands which provide flood protection.
3. Protect unique and unusual natural areas.
4. Protect wildlife habitats and maintain ecological balances.
5. Protect potential water supplies and existing aquifers (water-
bearing stratum) and aquifer recharge areas.
6. Prevent expenditure of municipal funds for the purposes of
providing and / or maintaining essential services and utilities which
might be required as a result of misuse or abuse of wetlands
.
B. Wetlands Defined
Wetlands are areas where a significant part of the vegetational
community, and soil and land types consist of, but do not necessarily
include all, of the following:
1 . Swamps are areas where the water table is at or near the ground
surface for a significant part of the year . The vegetational community




Atlantic White Cedar Rhodora
Black Ash Sphagnum Moss
Black Gum Spicebush





2. Marshes are treeless wetlands dominated by soft-stemmed her-
baceous plants. The surface of the marsh is covered with water year
around, though seasonal fluctuations in water depth are expected.
Marshes range from the wet meadows variety to deep marshes which
can be covered with several feet of water. The vegetational com-
munity is made up of some or all of the following:
Arums Leatherleaf
Bladder Worts Pickerel Weeds
Bur-reeds Rushes
Cat-tails Sedges, including Bulrushes,




Hydrophylus Grasses Water Milfoil
3. Bogs consist of peat or muck deposits of significant depths and are
characterized by a distinct group of trees and plants which are
adapted to the bog's highly acidic conditions. The water in a bog is
practically devoid of oxygen and nutrients. Bogs usually develop in
undrained glacial depressions. Typical plants are:
Atlantic White Cedar Pale Laurel
Black Soruce Pitcher-plants
Bladder Worts Rhodora




High-bush Blueberry Sweet Gale
Leatherleaf
4. Soil series and land types commonly associated with wetlands, as
described by the Soil Survey of Carroll County, New Hampshire,
dated December, 1977, include the following "very poorly drained":
Alluvial land, wet (AW) Naumburg (NaB)
Chocorua Mucky Peat (CM) Raynham Variant (Ra)
Fresh Water Marsh (FA) Ridgebury series (RgB, RIA & RIB)
Greenwood Mucky Peat (GW) Walpole
"Poorly drained" soils include: Muck and Peat (MU)
Leicester series (LDB, LfA & LfB) Ossipee Mucky Peat (OT)
Limerick (Lk
)




1. Wetlands Conservation District Defined
The Wetlands Conservation District is defined as those areas
delineated as very poorly and poorly drained soils by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service, in the Soil
Survey of Carroll County, New Hampshire, dated December, 1977.
The Wetlands Conservation District also includes those areas such as
swamps, marshes and bogs that are inundated or saturated by sur-
face or ground water at a frequency and duration sufficient to support
a prevalance of vegetation adapted for life in saturated soil con-
ditions .
2. Establishment of a District
The limits of the Wetlands Conservation District are hereby deter-
mined to be areas of one acre or more in size, or of any size if con-
tiguous to surface waters such as lakes, ponds and streams, subjected
to high water tables for extended periods of time and includes, but are
not necessarily limited to, all such areas delineated as wetlands on
the current Tuftonboro Wetlands Map.
3. Wetlands Incorrectly Delineated
Where it is determined that an area has been incorrectly delineated
as a wetland, or that an area not so designated was subsequently
found to meet the criteria for wetlands designation, the Planning
Board shall determine whether the regulations contained herein have
application.
The Planning Board shall make their judgement under this section
only upon the determination by qualified soils scientist (s) and /or
plants scientist (s) on the basis of additional on-site investigation or
other suitable research that the information contained on the
Wetlands Conservation Map is incorrect. This evidence shall be ac-
ceptable only when presented in written form by said scientist (s) to
the Planning Board. Any necessary soil testing procedures shall be
conducted at the expense of the landowner or developer.
D. Relation to Other Districts
Where the Wetlands Conservation District is superimposed over
another zoning district, the more restrictive regulations shall apply.
E. Permitted Uses
1. Permitted uses are those which will not require the erection or
construction of any structures or buildings, will not alter the natural
surface configuration by the addition of fill or by dredging, and uses
that otherwise are permitted by the zoning ordinance. Such uses may
include the following:
a. Forestry-tree farming, using best management practices in order
to protect streams from damage and to prevent sedimentation;
b. Cultivation and harvesting of crops according to recognized soil
conservation practices, including the protection of wetlands from




d. parks and recreation uses consistent with the purpose and intent of
this article;
e. conservation areas and nature trails;
f
.
open spaces as permitted or required by the subdivision regulations
or the zoning ordinance.
F. Special Exceptions
Special exceptions may be granted by the Board of Adjustment, after
proper public notice and public hearing, for undertaking the following
uses in the Wetlands Conservation District when the application has
10
been referred to the Planning Board, the Conservation Commission,
and to the Health Officer for review and comment at least thirty (30)
days prior to the hearing:
1. Streets, roads and other access ways and utility right-of-way
easements, including power lines and pipe lines, if essential to the
productive use of land not so zoned and if so located and constructed






The undertaking of a use not otherwise permitted in the Wetlands
Conservation District, if it can be shown that such proposed use is not
in conflict with any and all of the purposes and intentions listed in
Section A of this article.
Special Provisions
1 No septic tank or leach field may be constructed or enlarged closer
than one hundred (100) feet to any wetland.
2. No part of a wetland may be considered as part of the minimum
size requirement of any lot.
3. All land included in the Wetlands Conservation District shall be
appraised for tax purposes at its full and true value in money, based
on its market value as undevelopable land required to remain in open
space.
4. If any section, provision, portion, clause or phrase of these
regulations shall be held to be invalid or unconstitutional by any court
or competent authority, such holding shall not affect, impair or in-
validate any other section, clause, provision, portion or phrase of
these regulations.
Given under our hands and seal, this 25th day of February, in the year
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SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
Land— Improved and Unimproved $5,365,400.00
Buildings 5,119,100.00
Public Utilities 197,500.00
House trailers, Mobile Homes & Travel Trailers
Assessed as Personal Property 206,700.00






Total Exemptions allowed 32,300.00
Net Valuation on which tax rate is computed $10,856,400.00
ELECTRIC, GAS & PIPELINE COMPANY NON-OPERATING PLANT
NAME OF COMPANY LAND
Public Service Co. - $45,000.00
N.H. Electric Coop. 151,000.00
Continental Telephone 1,500.00
Total $197,500.00
Number of Inventories distributed in 1979 1896
Number of Inventories properly completed and filed in 1979 1597
Number of Individuals Applying
for an Elderly Exemption 1979 10 at 5,000.00
Number of Individuals Granted
an Elderly Exemption 1979 10 at 5,000.00
Number of Property Owners who were granted
Current Use Exemption in 1979
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this report was taken






Date Sept. 24, 1979
16
STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS AND TAXES ASSESSED
For the Tax Year 1979
PURPOSES OF APPROPRIATIONS
General Government:
Town officers' salaries $ 9,300.00
Town officers' expenses 13,000.00
Election and Registration expenses 745.00
Town Hall and Other Buildings Expenses 2,215.00
Protection of Persons and Property:
Police Department 25,000.00
Fire Department 8,415.00
Blister rust and care of trees & Forest Fire 1,390.00
Planning and Zoning 2,800.00




Health Dept. incl. Hospital $600 & Ambulance 10,837.00
Vital Statistics 75.00
Town Dump and Garbage Removal 17,500.00
Carroll County Mental Health 763.00
Highways & Bridges:
Town road aid 826.00
Town Maintenance 46,000.00
General expenses of highway department 2,500.00
Highway Subsidy 10,488.00







Old age assistance 3,600.00
Meals on Wheels 500.00
Patriotic Purposes:
Memorial Day - Old Home Day 100.00
Recreation:




Damages and Legal expenses 7,270.00
Advertising and Regional Associations 55.00
Contingency Fund 2,000.00
Debt Service:
Principal-long term notes & bonds 15,000.00
Interest-long term notes & bonds 675.00
17
Interest on temporary loans 700.00
Capital Outlay:
Special for tar 20,000.00
Townhouse 16,100.00
Highway sander 6,000.00
Town Hall cemetery 1,700.00
Library carpeting 1,500.00
Police radar 1,500.00
Dock & bridge 1,000.00
Fire Dept. radio 900.00
Total Appropriations $268,124.00
Total Town Appropriations $268,124.00
Total Revenues and Credits
Net Town Appropriations 100,852.00
County Tax Assessments 102,159.00





National Bank Stock Taxes 31.00
Yield Taxes 9,240.00
Interest on Delinquent Taxes 1,300.00
Resident Tax Penalties 20.00
From State:
Meals and Rooms Tax 8,358.00
Interest and Dividends Tax 47,521.00
Savings Bank Tax 7,017.00
Highway Subsidy 16,907.00
Reimb. a / c Fighting Forest Fires 67.00
From Local Sources, Except Taxes:
Motor Vehicle Permits Fees 35,000.00
Dog Licenses 1,300.00
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees 700.00
Interest Received on Deposits 2,000.00
Income From Departments 214.00
Reimbursement - Town Poor 2,123.00
Surplus 20,000.00
Receipts other than Current Revenue:
Revenue Sharing Funds 9,000.00
Anti Recession Fund 446.00
Proceeds - Sale of Little Bear Isl. Lot 16,097.00
Total Revenues and Credits $186,891.00
Property Taxes to be Raised $673,096.80
Less War Service Credits 8,764.00














WAR SERVICE TAX CREDITS
Estimated
Limits Number Tax Credits
Paraplegic, double amputees'
owning specially adapted home-
steads with V .A . assistance Unlimited EXEMPT
Totally and permanently disabled
veterans, their spouses or widows,
and the widows of veterans who
died or were killed on active duty
.
All other qualified persons







$10 955 $9,550RESIDENT TAXES
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this report was
taken from official records and is correct to the best of our knowledge and
belief.
We hereby request that the Dept. of Revenue compute the rate for
municipal, school, Precinct and county taxes separately.










Town Officers' Salaries $ 9,300 $ 9,250.00
Town Officers' Expenses 13,000 11,841.32
Town Hall and Other Buildings 2,215 1,007.33
Election and Registration 745 693.09
Contingency 2,000 00
Protection of Persons and Property
Police Department 25,000 24,951.42
Fire Department 8,415 8,260.47
Forest Fire and Blister Rust 1,390 1,428.63
Insurance 15,220 17,014.75
Planning and Zoning 2,800 2,536.59
Damages and Legal Expenses 7,270 5,000.00
Conservation 300 140.00
Health Department
Hospitals and Ambulance 7,437 7,437.36
Vital Statistics 75 48.00
Town Dump and Garbage Removal 17,500 16,292.29
Carroll County Mental Health 763 762.67
Visiting Nurse Association 2,950 2,950.00
Wolfeboro Rescue Squad 450 450.00
Highways and Bridges
Highway Subsidies 10,488 10,488.00
Town Maintenance - Winter and Summer 46,000 35,033.62
Bushes 1,200 1,199.30
General Expenses of Highway Dept. 2,500 2,276.73
Town Road Aid 826 825.52
Additional Highway Subsidy 6,800 6,800.00
Library 4,500 4,500.00
Public Welfare
Town Poor 5,350 4,605.20
Old Age Assistance 3,600 1,016.26
Meals on Wheels 500 500.00
Patriotic Purposes
Memorial Day, etc. 100 97.50
Recreation
Parks and Playgrounds 2,500 2,157.39
Public Service Enterprises
N .H . Humane Society 300 300.00
Cemeteries 1,500 863.46
Town Hall Cemetery (In & Out) 812.60















Interest - Long Term Notes
and Temporary Loans 1 ,375 1 ,907 .47
Capital Outlay
Special For Tar
Bridge & Dock Maintenance
Fire Dept. Equipment - Radios
Town Hall Cemetery





* Includes accounts payable as of
December 31, 1979
FINANCIAL REPORT
of the Town of Tuftonboro in Carroll County
for the Fiscal Year ended December 31, 1979
ASSETS
Cash in hands of Treasurer $300,623.31
TOTAL $300,623.31
Accounts Due to the Town:
Water Resources Board 117.80
TOTAL $117.80
Unredeemed Taxes:








Accounts Owed by the Town:
Bills outstanding $ 700.00
Unexpended Balances of Special
Appropriations - Town House 1,712.92
2 percent - Bond & Debt
Retirement Taxes 1,847.95
Yield Tax Deposits (Escrow Acc't) 700.69
School District Taxes Payable 227,216.26
Other Liabilities:
Trustees of Trust Funds -
Town Hall Cemetery 400.00











Property Taxes - Current Year 1979 $587,412. 13
Resident Taxes - Current Year - 1979 8,790.00
National Bank Stock Taxes -
Current Year - 1979 28.88
Yield Taxes - Current Year - 1979 11,087.86
Total Current Year's Taxes Collected and Remitted $607,318.87
Property Taxes and Yield Taxes -
Previous Years $68,705.92
Resident Taxes - Previous Years 300.00
Interest received on Delinquent Taxes 1,431.67
Penalties : Resident Taxes 50.00
Tax sales redeemed 452.12
Boat Taxes 163.10
Total Previous Year's Taxes Collected and Remitted $71,102.81
Total Taxes Collected and Remitted $678,421.68
From State:
Meals and Rooms Tax $8,357.98
Interest and Dividends Tax 47,520.85
Savings Bank Tax 7,017.26
Highway Subsidy 10,398.12
Additional Highway Subsidy 6,419.84
Reimb. a c Fighting Forest Fires 55.33
Reimb.a c Town Road Aid 169.10
Reimb. a c Business Profits Tax 13,118.83
Reimb.a c Police Radar 700.00
Boat Taxes 8,293.15
Total Receipt From State $102,050.46
From Local Sources, Except Taxes:
Motor Vehicle Permits Fees $47,477.00
Dog Licenses 1,334.60
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees 392.40
Fines & Forfeits, Municipal & District Court 1,524.57
Rent of Town Property 27.00
Interest Received on Deposits 5,835.22
Town Hall Cemetery 2,012.60
Income From Departments 1,218.25
Total Income From Local Sources
:
$59,821.64
Receipts Other Than Current Revenue:
Proceeds of Tax Anticipation Notes $60,000.00
Refunds 4,860.22
Yield Tax Security Deposits & Interest 1,841.83
22
Certificates & Savings 200,000.00
Total Receipts Other Than Current Revenue $266,702.05
Grants From Federal Government:
Revenue Sharing $9,237.00
Interest on Investments of
Revenue Sharing Funds 458.58
Anti-Recession Fund & Interest 175.71
Total Grants From Federal Government $9,871.29
Total Receipts from All Sources $1,116,867.12





Town officers' salaries $9,250.00
Town officers' expenses 11,841.32
Election and Registration expenses 693.09
Town Hall and Other Buildings Expenses 1,007.33
Total General Governmental Expenses $22,791.74
Protection of Persons and Property:
Police Department $24,251.42
Fire Department 8,260.47
Blister rust and care of trees
& Forest Fire 1,428.63
Planning and Zoning 2,536.59
Damages by dogs - N.H. Humane Society 300.00
Insurance 17,014.75
Conservation Commission 140.00
Total Protection of Persons and
Property Expenses $53,931.86
Health:
Health Dept. - Hospital $600. - Ambulance $6,837.36 $7,437.36
Vital Statistics 48.00
Town Dump and Garbage Removal 16,292.29
Other Health Expenses 4,662.67
Total Health Expenses $28,440.32
Highways and Bridges:
Town road aid $825.52
Town Maintenance - Winter 24,089.20
Summer Maint. 10,944.42
General expenses and highway department 2,276.73
Other Highways and Bridges Expenses 18,487.30




Old age assistance 1,016.26
Total Public Welfare Expenses $5,621.46
23
Patriotic Purposes:
Memorial Day - Old home day $97.50
Total Patriotic Purpose Expenses $97.50
Recreation:
Parks & Playground, inc. band concerts $2,157.39
Total Recreational Expenses $2,157.39
Public Services Enterprises:
Cemeteries $863.46
Town Hall Cemetery 812.60
Total Public Service Enterprise Expenses $1,676.06
Unclassified:
Damages and Legal expenses $5,000.00
Advertising and Regional Associations 55.13
Taxes bought by town 672.37
Discounts, Abatements and Refunds 5,312.20
Misc. 78 Accounts 5,880.49
Certificates & Savings 200,000.00
Total Unclassified Expenses $216,920.19
Debt Service:
Payments on Tax Anticipation Notes $130,000.00
Principal - long term notes and bonds 15,000.00
Interest - long term notes and bonds 675.00
Interest on temporary loans 1,232.47
Total Debt Service Payments $146,907.47
Capital Outlay:
Special for tar $20,000.00
Bridge & Dock Maintenance 833.00
Fire Dept. Equip. 805.00
Town Hall Cemetery 1 ,686.65
Highway Dept. - Sander 5,634.20
Library carpeting 1,300.00
Police Equip. - Radar 1,425.00
Town House improvements 14,387.08
Total Outlay Payments $46,070.93
Payments to Other Governmental Divisions:
Payment to State a-c Dog Licenses Fees $69.50
Payments to State a-c 2 percent
Bond and Debt Retirement Taxes 1,843.21
Taxes paid to County 102,159.00
Payments to School Districts 441,316.51
Total Payments to Other Governmental Divisions $545,388.22
Total Payments for all Purposes $1,131,126.31





Outstanding Long Term Debt -
December 31, 1978
Total
Long Term Notes Paid
Total









Cash in hands of Treasurer:
Checking Account $294,559.61
Savings Account 34175 393.02
Town Hall Cemetery Acct. 34617 800.00
Revenue Sharing Acct. 30868 4,063.68
Yield Tax Deposits Acct. 31867 807.00
Payments:
Line 116 Health
Visiting Nurse Assoc. $2,950.00
Carroll Co. Mental Health Service 762.67
Wolfeboro Rescue Squad 450.00
Meals on Wheels 500.00
Line 123 Highways and Bridges
Bushes $1,199.30
Highway Subsidy 10,488.00
Additional Highway Subsidy 6,800.00




SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
As of Dec. 31, 1979
Town Hall, Lands and Buildings
Furniture and equipment
Libraries, Lands and Buildings
Furniture and Equipment
Police Department Equipment
Fire Department, Lands and buildings
Equipment
Highway Department, Lands and Buildings
Equipment
Parks, Commons and Playgrounds -












Land Fill Equipment 33,000.00
Lands and buildings acquired through Tax Coll. Deeds
Cow Island 25,000.00
Sullivan Lot - Lang Pond Road 3,000.00
All Other Property
Ula Bean Lot, 15 acres 1,000.00
McKenzie Haley Lot 100.00
Blaisdell Lot, Great Meadow, 15 acres 100.00
Caverly Lot, Great Meadow, 28 acres 100.00
Hersey Lot, Great Meadow, 20 acres 100.00
Davis Field, 22 acres 20,000.00
Lot 2, Tuftonboro Colony 6,000.00
Park Company Lot, Edgerly . 3,500.00
Total $421,900.00
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this report was
taken from official records and is complete to the best of our knowledge
and belief.








SUMMARY OF PAYMENTS *
General Government






Dues & Associations 495.69
Postage 1,196.25
Supplies 715.47







Town Hall & Other buildings 1,007.33
Protection of Persons and Property
Police Department












School, Dues & Publica. 397.00
Boat Repairs 455.75






Forest Fire & Blister Rust
Transmission Repairs 1,004.00




























Town Maintenance - Winter

































































Discounts, Abatements & Refunds
Yield Tax Deposits 1,081.25
Town Clerk - M.V. & dogs 1,966.00
Tax Coll. -Resident 416.50
Miscellaneous 1,917.95 5,381.70
Misc. '78 Accounts Paid in 1979 5,880.49
Certificates of Deposit 200,000.00
Debt. Service
Principal - Long Term Notes 15,000.00
Interest - Long Term Notes 675.00
Tax Anticipation Loans 130,000.00
Interest on Temporary Loans 1,232.47
Capital Outlay
Special for Tar 20,000.00
Bridge & Dock Maintenance 833.00
Fire Dept. Equipment 805.00
Town Hall Cemetery 1,686.65
Highway Department - Sander 5,634.20
Library Carpeting 1,300.00






Septic & Driveway 2,696.67
Copies 1.80
Labor & Materials 8,398.61 14,387.08
Payments to Other Governmental Divisions
State of N.H. - Bond & Debt 1,843.21
County Taxes 102,159.00
School District Payments 441,316.51
Total Payments for All Purposes $1,131,126.31




At a legal meeting of the inhabitants of the Town of Tuftonboro,
County of Carroll, State of New Hampshire on Tuesday the thirteenth day
of March 1979, in said town at ten of the clock in the forenoon; the meeting
was called to order by the Moderator, Richard H. Lester. The motion was
made by Charles Whitten and seconded by Roy Johnson to dispense with
the reading of the entire Warrant at this time. Voted. It was moved and
seconded to proceed with Article One at this time, the polls to be open
until 6 P.M., or until all had voted at that time; the meeting to reconvene
at 8 P.M. at the Tuftonboro Central School. There were 320 Ballots Cast -
312 regular ballots and 8 Absentee Ballots.
RECESSED TOWN MEETING TUFTONBORO CENTRAL SCHOOL
8 P.M. March 13, 1979
The recessed Town Meeting was called to order by the Moderator,
Richard H. Lester at the Tuftonboro Central School at 8 P.M. with a
Salute to the Flag. Prayer was offered by Rev. William Stickle. The
Moderator announced the results of the balloting for Town Officers.
Selectmen for Three Years, Charles F. Whitten 297, Russell Whitten 1,
Roy Johnson 1, and Hartley Phinney 1 ; Town Clerk for One Year Mary B.
Craigue 312; Town Treasurer for One Year Susan H. Ramsbotham 312;
Tax Collector for One Year Ethelwyn L. Steadman 313; Road Agent for
One Year Walter R. Smith 295; Reg Colby 2, Jeff Hunter 2; Budget
Committee for Three Years Reginald C. Colby 163, Roger Conant 128,
William Rollins 107, Roger L. Williams 173; Budget Committee for One
Year Bradbury E. Hunter, Jr. 117, Daniel B. Lewis 191; Trustee of the
Trust Funds for Three Years Roland T. Severance 305; Library Trustee
for Three Years Jane Conant 307; Auditors for One Year Carol Appleton
297, John Bolton 276, Elizabeth Coleman 1, Roy Johnson 1. Town Officers
sworn in by the Moderator in open meeting were: Selectmen for Three
Years Charles F. Whitten; Town Clerk Mary B. Craigue; Treasurer
Susan H. Ramsbotham; Tax Collector Ethelwyn L. Steadman, all One
Year Terms; Road Agent for One Year Walter R. Smith; Budget Com-
mittee for Three Years Reginald C. Colby; Budget Committee for One
Year Daniel B. Lewis; Library Trustee for Three Years Jane Conant;
Auditor John Bolton. To be sworn in at a later date Budget Committee for
Three Years Roger L. Williams; Trustee of the Trust Funds for Three
Years Roland T. Severance; and Auditor for One Year Carol Appleton.
ARTICLE 2. To see if the Town will vote to discontinue as of May 1,
1979, the practice of snowplowing private driveways. For purposes of this
article, the word "driveway" is used in its customary sense, as a private
way providing access to a house, garage, or other building, and is not
intended to include town or private roads to which such driveways have
access. A number of private driveways (a relative few) are currently
plowed by the Town at Town expense on a low priority basis. In the in-
terest of equity and benefit to the majority of the taxpayers, it is desired
by the Selectmen and the Road Agent to apply the resources required for
this activity to the maintenance of town roads during the winter season.
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The motion was made by Chester Fernald and seconded by Walter
Smith to adopt article two as read. Voice vote in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 3. To see if the Town will vote to require as application to,
and approval by, the Selectmen and the Road Agent prior to November 1
of each year for the snowplowing of private roads. In reviewing such
applications, consideration will be given to, among other factors, (1) the
extent to which the road conforms to town standards, (2) the condition of
the road, (3) the quality of normal maintenance, (4) the existence of
obstacles to plowing, (5) adequacy of turn-around space, (6) extent of
usage by year-round residents on the road and the general public, etc.
The motion was made by Walter Smith and seconded by Brad
Hunter, Jr. to adopt article three as read. Voice vote in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 4. To see if the Town will vote to formally and officially
classify as Class VI roads all town roads currently considered as such by
the State of New Hampshire and the Town of Tuftonboro. Class VI roads
(unmaintained highways) consist of all existing public ways, other than
those in the first five classes as defined by the State of New Hampshire,
including highways discontinued as open highways, highways closed
subject to gates and bars, and highways not maintained in suitable
condition for travel for five years or more. Such roads in the Town in-
clude, but are not limited to, the following : Sandy Knoll Road, North Line
Road, Bassett Road and Piper Road.
The motion was made by Thaddeus Coleman and seconded by
Kenneth Craigue to adopt article four as read. Voice vote in the af-
firmative.
ARTICLE 5. To see if the Town will vote to discontinue the
publication in the Town Report every three years of a complete listing of
taxpayers' names, descriptions of property owned, and assessed
valuations in order to eliminate the cost of this service. There would be no
decrease in the information available to the taxpayers, since the
recently-completed Town Map and full tax information are available to
the public at the Town House during the Selectmen's office hours and at
other times by appointment.
The motion was made by Gordon Thayer and seconded by Daniel
Lewis to adopt article five as read. Voice vote in the negative and Article
five did not pass.
ARTICLE 6. To see if the Town wishes to exempt itself, as provided
by RSA 55:9-c, from the provisions of the law granting the Town Clerk
authority to accept applications for additions to the Checklist as provided
in RSA 55:9-a and 55:9-b. This item is on the Warrant by voter petition.
The motion was made by Elizabeth Coleman and seconded by
Marjorie Stickle to adopt Article six as read. Voice vote in the negative
and Article six did not pass.
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ARTICLE 7 : To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Seven Hundred Sixty-Two and 67 / 100 Dollars ($762.67) to assist
Carroll County Mental Health Service, Inc. This item is on the Warrant
by voter petition and is approved by the Budget Committee.
Moved by Brad Hunter, Jr. and seconded by Daniel Lewis to adopt
Article seven as read. Voice vote in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Eight Hundred Twenty-Five and 52 / 100 Dollars ($825.52) for town
road aid as approved by the Budget Committee. The State, in turn, will
contribute Five Thousand Five Hundred Three and 50 / 100 Dollars
($5,503.50).
The motion was made by Brad Hunter, Jr. to accept Article eight as
read. Seconded by Marjorie Stickle. Voice vote in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Ten Thousand Four Hundred Eighty-eight and 01/100 Dollars
($10,488.01) as approved by the Budget Committee, and authorize its
withdrawal from state highway subsidy (Chapter 241, Section 14 of the
Revised Statutes Annotated, as amended) . This money is to be applied to
maintenance, construction and reconstruction of Class V highways in the
Town.
The motion was made by Marjorie Stickle and seconded by John
Redmond to accept Article nine as read. Voice vote in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
amount forthcoming from State additional highway subsidy (Chapter
241, Section 15 of the Revised Statutes Annotated, as amended) and
authorize its withdrawal from said fund as approved by the Budget
Committee. This amount is currently estimated at Six Thousand Seven
Hundred Ninety-Nine and 97 / 100 Dollars ($6,799.97). This money may be
used only for construction and reconstruction of Class V highways in the
Town.
The motion was made by Thaddeus Coleman and seconded by
Clarence Flint to accept article ten as read. Voice vote in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of One Thousand Seven Hundred Four Dollars ($1,704.00) to pay to
the Lakes Region Planning Commission in order for the Town to retain its
active membership in said commission and avail itself of the services
offered. This item is submitted by the Budget Committee without
recommendation.
The motion was made by Edmond Dagnino and seconded by Michelle
Gregiore to accept Article eleven as read. Voice vote in the negative and
Article did not pass.
ARTICLE 12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Seven Hundred Dollars ($700.00) for interest charges, as approved
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by the Budget Committee, and authorize the Selectmen to borrow money
in anticipation of the collection of taxes for the current year and issue
notes therefor, said notes to be repaid from taxes.
The motion was made by Roger Conant and seconded by Wills Clinton
to accept Article twelve as read. Voice vote in affirmative.
ARTICLE 13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Sixteen Thousand One Hundred Dollars ($16,100.00) for im-
provements to the Town House, including but not limited to, a well,
septic system, toilet facilities, and related building reconstruction, and
authorize the use for this purpose of the proceeds of the sale of the lot on
Little Bear Island amounting to Fifteen Thousand Five Hundred Dollars
($15,500.00) plus interest of Five Hundred Ninety-six and 63 / 100 Dollars
($596.63) earned to date of maturity (February 28, 1979) on the certificate
of deposit purchased with these proceeds. This item has the approval of
the Budget Committee.
The motion was made by Wills Clinton and seconded by Brad Hunter,
Jr. to accept Article thirteen as read. Voice vote in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Six Thousand Dollars ($6,000.00) to acquire a town-owned sander
for the use of the Road Agent in the sanding of town-maintained roads.
This equipment would permit the sanding work to be done more
thoroughly and quickly when urgently required and would serve as back-
up equipment in case the Road Agent's one sander was out of operation.
This item is submitted by the Budget Committee without recom-
mendation.
The motion was made by Clarence Flint and seconded by Marjorie
Stickle to accept Article fourteen as read. Article 14 was amended by
Roger Conant and seconded thus-"Recommended that the Moderator
appoint a committee, consisting of the three selectmen and four ad-
ditional members, to research the advisability of the Town of Tuftonboro
purchasing its own highway equipment at a future date. Said committee
will report back at the next annual Town Meeting. The amendment
passed by a voice vote in the affirmative. The Article as amended passed
by a voice vote in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of One Thousand Seven Hundred Dollars ($1,700.00) for the purposes
of (1) creating approximately ninety (90) new burial sites on the town-
owned land between the Town House cemetery and the vault, and (2)
grading and landscaping the area in front of the vault for improvement in
appearance. It should be noted that the cost involved will be more than
offset by sales of the burial sites. This item has the approval of the Budget
Committee.
The motion was made by Brad Hunter, Jr. and seconded by Chet
Fernald to accept Article fifteen as read. Voice vote in the affirmative.
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ARTICLE 16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of One Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($1,500.00) to purchase and
install carpeting in the library building. This item is requested by the
Library Trustees for the purpose of conserving electricity used for
heating and has the approval of the Budget Committee.
The motion was made by William Rollins and seconded by Elizabeth
Coleman to accept Article sixteen as read. Voice vote in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of One Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($1,500.00) to acquire an
electric radar unit for use of the police department in enforcing State
laws and town ordinances relating to speed limits within the Town in the
interest of public safety. This item has the approval of the Budget
Committee.
The motion was made by Wills Clinton and seconded by Brad Hunter,
Jr. to accept Article seventeen as read. Voice vote in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 18. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the withdrawal
of Nine Thousand Dollars ($9,000.00) from the revenue sharing fund
established under the provisions of the State and Local Assistance Act of
1972 for use as a partial setoff against long term notes in the total amount
of Fifteen Thousand Dollars ($15,000.00). This item has the approval of
the Budget Committee.
The motion was made by Roger Conant and seconded by William
Rollins to accept Article eighteen as read. Voice vote in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 19. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate and
authorize the withdrawal of Four Hundred Forty-six Dollars ($446.00) of
principal and interest from the Antirecession Fiscal Assistance Program
Fund established under the provisions of the Public Works Employment
Act of 1976 for use as a partial setoff against the budgeted appropriation
for town highway maintenance. This item has the approval of the Budget
Committee.
The motion was made by Hartley Phinney and seconded by Donald
Livingston to accept Article nineteen as read. Voice vote in the af-
firmative.
ARTICLE 20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
such additional sums as become necessary for winter maintenance of
roads, increasing the budget item for town maintenance, winter and
summer, and total budget, by such amounts. (This item is included in the
Warrant by the Selectmen for consideration by the Town in the event that
winter maintenance funds for 1979 remaining at the time of the Town
Meeting appear inadequate for the balance of the year.
)
The motion was made by Roy Johnson to accept Article twenty as
read. Seconded by Tom Hunter. Article 20 was amended by Roy Johnson
to amend Article by the addition of the sum of $3,500.00. Seconded. The
amendment passed by a voice vote in the affirmative. The amended
Article passed by a voice vote in the affirmative.
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ARTICLE 21. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to
defray town charges for the ensuing year and make appropriations of the
same, the sum of Two Hundred Fifty-six Thousand Seventy-four Dollars
($256,274.00) as recommended by the Budget Committee, plus such ad-
ditional sums as may be required to cover the cost of additional items
voted at the meeting.
The motion was made by Wills Clinton and seconded by Thaddeus
Coleman to accept Article twenty-one as read. The motion was made by
Roy Johnson to amend the amount to increase the appropriation for Town
Poor by $2,350.00 to a total of Five Thousand Three Hundred Fifty Dollars
($5,350.00) Amendment passed by a voice vote in the affirmative. The
amended budget of Two Hundred Sixty-eight Thousand One Hundred
Twenty-four Dollars ($268,124.00) Passed by a voice vote in the af-
firmative.
ARTICLE 22. A motion was made and seconded to adjourn the meeting.
Voted. Meeting closed at 10:40 P.M. There were approximately 180
persons in attendance.
A true record of meeting,




March 23, 1979 by Mary B. Craigue, Town Clerk of Tuftonboro
TOWN CLERKS REPORT




1978 3 Issued $4.60










Bowling Lane License 80.00
Filing Fees 13.00
Penalty for Uncollectible Checks 10.00







PROPERTY, RESIDENT AND YIELD TAXES
LEVY OF 1979
—DR.—
Taxes Committed to Collector:
Property Taxes $665,484.40
Resident Taxes 9,550.00








Interest Collected on Delinquent Property Taxes $22.53






National Bank Stock Taxes 28.88
Yield Taxes 11,087.86
Interest Collected 22.53
Penalties on Resident Taxes 24.00
$607,365.40
















Interest Collected on Delinquent Property Taxes






Remittances to Treasurer During Fiscal Year
Ended December 31, 1979:
Property Taxes $68,705.92
Resident Taxes 300.00
Interest Collected During Year 1,394.99
Penalties on Resident Taxes 26.00
$70,426.91




Uncollected Taxes - December 31, 1979:
[As Per Collector's List]





SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1979
—DR.—
Tax Sales on Account of Levies of:
1978 1977 1976
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes-
January 1, 1979 $160.24 $93.01
Taxes Sold to Town During
Current Fiscal Year $765.87
Interest Collected After Sale 14.15





Interest & Costs After Sale












TREASURERS REPORT & SUMMARY OF RECEIPTS
Balance Dec. 31, 1978 $295,686.29
Receipts for 1979
State of New Hampshire
Highway Subsidy $ 10,398.12
Additional Highway Subsidy 6,419.84
Savings Bank Tax 7,017.26
Interests & Dividends Tax 47,520.85
Business Profits Tax 13, 118.83
Meals & Rooms Tax 8,357.98
Boat Tax 8,293.15
Refunds - Forest Fire 55.33
Police/Radar 700.00
Town Road Aid 169.10
From Federal Sources
Anti-recession Funds 457.43





Town Hall Cemetery 1,212.60
Tax Map 286.00
Rent of Town Equipment 27.00




Forest Fires (by Individuals) 216.72
Winter Maintenance - plowing 192.00
Miscellaneous 42.50
Unclassified [In and Out]
Yield Tax Deposits 1,081.25
Miscellaneous 1,236.00
Tax Anticipation Loan 60,000.00
Certificates of Deposit & Savings 216,100.00
Interest on Deposits 4,842.20
Mary Craigue, Clerk






1979 Property Tax 587,412.13
1979 Resident Tax 8,790.00
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National Bank Stock 28.88
1979 Yield Tax 11,087.86
1979 Boat Tax 163.10
1978 Property Tax 68,705.92
1978 Resident Tax 300.00
Interest on Delinquent Taxes 1,431.67
Resident Tax Penalties 50.00
Tax Sales Redeemed 452.12
Total Receipts for 1979 $1,129,999.66
Grand Total $1,425,685.95
Expenditures
Certificates of Deposit & Savings $ 200,000.00
Selectmen's Payments 931,126.31
Total Expenditures for 1979 1,131,126.31




Deposited in Wolfeboro National Bank Passbook No. 30868
Balance as of Jan. 1,1979 $3,368.10
Received from U.S. Govt. 1979 9,237.00
Interest received 1979 458.58
Total $13,063.68
Expenditures
Applied toward long term note $9,000.00
Balance as of Dec. 31, 1979 $4,063.68
ANTI-RECESSION FUNDS
Deposited in Wolfeboro National Bank Passbook No. 33393
Balance as of Jan. 1, 1979 $281.72
Received from U.S. Govt. 1979 161.00
Interest received 1979 14.71
Total $ 457.43
Expenditures
Applied toward highway maintenance $457.43




Statement of Account as of Dec. 31, 1979
Received from Sale of Lots 1979 $800 .00
Received for Perpetual Care 400 .00
Received for Recording Fees 12 .60
Total Receipts $1,212.60
Deposited in Savings Account (#34,617) $800.00
Paid to Register of Deeds 12.60
Total Disbursements $812.60
Balance to be turned over to
Trustees of Trust Funds $400.00
REPORT OF THE TUFTONBORO FIRE DEPARTMENT
The Tuftonboro Fire Department has responded to an increased
number of chimney fires this past year due to the many people burning
wood.
The department would like to emphasize the importance of safe and
proper installation of wood stoves. Also a through cleaning and inspection
of chimneys at least once a year.
In order to keep pace with the increased growth of the town, the
department is working hard to develop a new and more efficient training
program which should be beneficial to all.
A SMOKE DETECTOR The sound that saves your life. Everyone






In 1979 the Planning Board had 38 meetings plus several field trips to
view proposed developments. These meetings included two public
hearings on the Master Plan and the Wetlands Conservation District. The
majority of our meetings were workshop sessions devoted to master
planning. In addition to attending meetings, Board members individually
spent many hours of personal time gathering materials and consulting
with lawyers, regional planners and citizens.
PAL APPLETON
Chairman
1979 TUFTONBORO CONSERVATION COMMISSION REPORT
1979 was a year of reorganization for the Commission after several
years of relative inactivity. The Board of Selectmen appointed three new
members to the Commission, giving us a total of five members. Our
major project for the year was to draft a Wetlands Conservation District
Ordinance for the Planning Board to present to the town for vote on Town
Meeting Day. A Wetlands Map was also drawn up for use in conjunction
with the proposed ordinance.
A total of eight New Hampshire Dredge and Fill Permits were
investigated by the Commission, either before the work proceeded, to
check the accuracy of the permit request, and/or after completion of the
work, to insure its compliance with the terms of the permit. (Dredge and
Fill Permits are issued by the New Hampshire Wetlands Board for
repair and construction of docks and for other shoreline improvements).
In addition to this, a violations of The Rules and Regulations of the
Wetlands Board was discovered and investigated by the Commission.
The property owner involved was most cooperative and corrected the
violation even before receiving an order to do so from the'Wetlands
Board.
As in years past, in keeping with our belief that an understanding of
conservation should begin at a young age, the Commission subscribed to
The National Wildlife Federation's children's publication, "Ranger Rick
Magazine", for all members of the fourth grade. A teacher's guide is
supplied with this subscription for instructional purposes.
In closing we would like to remind you that we are your Conservation









We finished asphalting Sodom Road in 1979 and plan to seal it in 1980.
Further work was done on Union Wharf Road using T.R.A. and Highway
Subsidy funds. The surface will be paved in 1980. We cut open and graded
a new road from Butternut Lane in Tuftonboro Colony to the Town House
using Additional Highway Subsidy funds. We spent considerably more





We have examined the accounts of the various town officers as of
December 31, 1979. Our examination was made in accordance with the
auditing standards as prescribed by the New Hampshire Department of
Revenue Administration, and accordingly included such test of the ac-
counting records and such other auditing procedures as we considered
necessary in the circumstances.
In our opinion the statement herein presents fairly the results of the














Gifts ( by individuals & Hurlburt Trust Fund
)
1 ,400 .00







Supplies, maintenance & repairs 417.68
$5,727.23
Balance
Bank Balance Dec. 31, 1978 $2,091.98
Bank Balance Dec. 31, 1979 3,409.51
Uncashed checks 312.24
Balance Dec . 31, 1979 $3,097 .27
During 1979, 233 books were purchased by Town Funds, gifts and
Tomb Trust Fund which is an average of $5.85 per book. These books
include many paperbacks.
The circulation totaled 7565.
The 6 children's summer programs were conducted by the volun-
teers, Betty Gunrud, Carol Trubee, Janet Blake, and Norma Metz. They
deserve our many thanks. The programs were enthusiastically received.
AUDITORS' CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that we have examined the accounts
of the Tuftonboro Library as of December 31, 1979, and




Town of Tuftonboro, New Hampshire
January 28, 1980
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REPORT OF THE TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS 1979
This past year with the constant attention given to the maintenance
care has shown great improvements on most of the cemeteries.
There are many things yet to be done and each year our program will
reflect other improvements.
The merging of the Town House Cemetery Association late last year
reflects a much more complete program than was ever realized before.
The summary in this report reflects a very encouraging picture for
the town. Should townspeople be interested in the detailed break down,
these sheets are available with both the Selectmen and Trustees.
The racks ordered last year were delivered in Feb. 1979 and are now
ready for use in Tomb. There is now space in the Tomb for 6 bodies. It has
been many years since townspeople had the opportunity to be rendered
this service.
The addition of a Cemetery annex, I believe, makes the first time the
town has had cemetery lots for sale. This area was surveyed, marked,
mapped and recorded in Ossipee. The result, we came up with 137 plots
for town residents.
With the increase in costs over the estimate and the necessity to
complete this area, the Selectmen suggested we complete this area and
have the entire space for use. This has been done and to date, we have
recovered a substantial portion of the investment.
The area leading from the road to the cemetery we did not start this
year because of increase in costs and the drilling of a well at Town House
and hoping this coming year, we will have water for the cemetery
controlled from the Town House.
All monies left over have been turned back to the treasurer and there
are no outstanding debts or carry over amounts.
We still have perpetual care amounts coming in which help a great
deal and there are numerous areas in the older part that could be
endowed and the Trustees are available to talk with these people at most
any time.
Our program for this coming year for improvements will be quite
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Name aind Description Total
Valuation
Abbott, Lois S.
Lot 3 (Prospect Hill) 1500.00
Abbott, Warren G.
Lot 182 90' Shore (Cow Island) 5-2-182 1800.00
Abrahamson, George M.






V2 ac. (Abbie Hersey) 90' Shore
(Part Agnes Eaton Lot) 3600.00
Bldg. 2000.00
Adams, , Kenneth G.
Lot 15 150' Shore (Little Bear Is.) 3000.00
Camp 25-1-15 2000.00
Adams, Merton





Lot 10 151' Shore (Bear Is.-Jamison-Lovett) 25-1-10 3000.00
Camp 2000.00
Adriance, John B.
Lot 51 90' Shore (Cow Island) 38-1-51 1800.00
Camp 2000.00
Agati, .Joseph
Lot 11 ( Senter Cove) 1200.00
Albani, Cosmo D.
Trailer (E. Conrad) 1000.00
Albert, Ronald L.
50' Shore (Mixer) 2000.00
Bldg. 3500.00
Albrecht, Adolph H.
V2 int. in 125' Shore (Chase) 1875.00
Bldg. 1250.00
Aldridg e, Robert C.
Lot 279 100' Shore (Cow Is., Harry Patten) 38-1-279 2000.00
Allard, Paul D.
Trailer (Lot 11, Calnan) 900.00
Allen, Lena H. (Heirs)
115' Shore (Haley Point) 2-1-66 4600.00
Camp 3400.00
Allen, Patrick
Trailer T.H. Lot No. 14 1200.00
49
Allen, Woodward






200 ac. (Bodge Place)
200 ac. Lots 48-49 ( Mountain)
90 ac. ( Part McDuffee)
2300* Shore
Ames. Barbara M.
4 ac. ( Adams-A. Ladd)
Bldgs.
Ames. Peggy J.
Part Deland Lot (F. Sargent)
Amidon. George
Trailer T.H. No. 26
Amundsen. Trygve B.
Lot 375' Shore ( Beech Pond I
Camp
Anderson. A. Scott. Jr.
Lot No. 60 ( Hidden Valley
)
Lot No. 61 ( Hidden Valley
Anderson. Arthur E.
Lot 50 90" Shore 38-1-50
Camp ( Cow Island I
Anderson. Carl
Trailer E Lot No. 12 900.00
Anderson. Clifford E.





Land 200' Shore (J. Anderson) 27-1-5 8000.00
Camp-Boathouse 3000.00
Anderson. Joseph A.
Lot 230 110' Shore I Cow Is.-Pitcairn. Jr. ) 37-1-230 2200.00
Camp 1500.00
Anderson. Peter W.
3 4 ac. 100' Shore (Waitt-Krey) 4000.00
Camp 3000.00
Anderson. Winifred V.
Lots 4-5 290' Shore I Sawyer Point) 28-3-3 9800.00
Camp Hall 4000.00
Annunziato. Ruth E.























4 ac. 150' Shore (Beech Pond-E.H. Smith) 3000.00
Camp 2000.00
Armstrong, Richard J.




Lot 6 95' Shore (Melvin Gardens) 14-3-16 3800.00
Camp 2000.00
Arthur, Dr. George, Jr.
Trailer Lanes End 1000.00
Arvanian, William A.
Trailer Lot No. 4 T.H. 1200.00
Aylward, Edgar P.
Lot 10 100' Shore (Chase Island) 27-2-10 2000.00
Camp 1500.00
Lot 9 100' Shore (Chase Island) 27-2-9 2000.00
Bacon, Stuart W.
Lot 10 (Mountain Shadows)
Baer, Hazel S.
Lot 165' Shore (Wiggin)
Camp
Bailey, Anne A. & Others















Bald Peak Land Co., Inc.
Maid's Beach 155' shore 2-1-8
Club beach 315' shore 2-1-3
25 ac. Gorden 2-1-3
Bldg.
35 ac. Home 2-1-3
V2 ac. Campbell 2-1-3



























Little Squirrel Island 625' Shore 4000.00
Camp-Shed 38-2-1 2000.00
3 / 5 of 75 ac. (Laura Banfield) 150' Shore 1500.00
Banks, Donald W.
Lot 21 150' Shore (Bear Island) 3000.00
Camp-Bunkhouse 25-1-21 2000.00
Barba, Raymond




Barnard, Dr. Douglas E. & Daniel




Lot 210' Shore (Sparks) 14-4-5 8200.00
Camp, 1 / 3 of Boathouse (Merrymount) 4500.00
Backlot 350.00
Barrow, Mrs. Katherine B.








Lot 25 123' Shore (Bear Island) 2400.00
2 Camps 25-1-25A 4000.00
Bartlett, Harriet
1V4 ac. Lot B 200' Shore (HurlburtFarm) 8000.00
Bldg. 2000.00




7 ac. (Mclntire-Bain) 1000.00
Camp 500.00
5*4 ac. (Bartlett) 500.00
Batley, John W.
V/2 ac. 200' Shore (W. W. Thomas) 8000.00
Camp 3500.00
Batstone, David & Neal
Lot 52 96' Shore (Charles Hudson) 2000.00
Bldg. (Cow Island) 38-1-52 2000.00
Bauer, Frederick, Jr.





1/2 int. Backlots 42-43-44-45 (Bennett Dev.) 800.00
Bauer, Robert
1 Lot 75' Shore (Beach Pond, Tibbets) 1500.00
Camp 2000.00
Baxter, Harry
6ac. (Haley Lot) 1000.00
House 4000.00
Beagan, John T.
50 ac. (R. Dow, Mclntire Pasture) 1000.00
Bedley, Ralph A.
20 ac. (PartG. Wiggin-W. Gale) 1500.00
Behn, John E., Jr.
V2 of Lot No. 70 (Hidden Valley) 500.00
Bldg. 2000.00
Behn, John E., Sr.
1/2 of Lot No. 70 (Hidden Valley) 500.00
Bldg. 2000.00
Belastock, Stanley T.




Lot 19 ( Senter Cove) 1200.00
Belleau, Raymond
100' Shore ( Willey) 38-1-67 2000.00
Camp (Cow Island) 800.00
Backlot % ac. 38-1-68 200.00
Bellemeur, Raymond E.
70 ac. (Charles Low) 1500.00
Bldg. 3500.00
Benedetti, Marilyn
Lot 4 (Gouin) 1000.00
Benker, Robert E.
64 ac. (Part Basset Farm-Sandstrom) 2000.00
Bennett, Joan F.
60' Shore (Hersey Pasture-C. Ficken) 2400.00
Camp 28-1-8 2500.00
Bentley, Cecily T. Crowe
22 ac. 1000' Shore (Edgerly) 20000.00
House 28-3-1 10000.00
5ac. (Edgerly) 700.00
25 ac. (Caverly) 500.00
3ac. (Wishingwell) 500.00














Lot No. 71 Hidden Valley 1000.00
Bernier. Wilfred P.
Lots262-262A 170' Shore Cow Island' 3400.00
Camp 38-1-262 2000.00
Bertholet. Helen M.
Land Christie. Windswept Island) 2000.00
Bldg. 2000.00
Bessom. Edward




Beveridge. Robert C. Jr.





Lot 19 160' Shore Little Bear Island 3200.00
Camp Walther 25-1-19 1500.00
Guest House 500.00
Bienvenu. J. Paul
Lot 59 100' Shore Robert S. Thompson 2000.00
Bldg. 2000.00
Bigelow. JanisF.
Lots 238-239 319' Shore and
Lots 241-242A-242-243 290' Shore 8090.00
Camp Cow Island 2500.00
38-1-238 38-1-242
Biggs. John M.
Lot 24 105' Shore D.H.P. and
Lot 25 100' Shore Wildwood Est. I and
Lot 26 100' Shore Dan Hole Pond
Bldg.
Black. George B.





Trailer E No. 20













Lot 20 ( Mirror Lake Est.
)
2000.00
Bond, Mrs. Elizabeth H.
Lot 5 119' Shore (Dunsford) 4500.00
Lot 6 119' Shore (Dunsford) 4500.00
Bldg. 5400.00
Boryszewski, Walter F.
Lot 172C 95' Shore (Cow Is.-Lavinske) 2000.00
Bldg. 25-2-172C 2000.00
Boston Y.M.C.A.
110 ac. (Northwood, S. Blake) and
55 ac. (Capitola-TylerLot) 8650.00
Bovaird, James E.





Lot 16 275' Shore (Whortleberry Is.-Rich) 4750.00
Camp 26-1-9 1500.00
Bowen, Peter
Lots4&5 300' Shore 5000.00
Bldg. 26-1-50&51 2500.00
Bowers, Kenneth L.
Trailer E 28 1200.00
Bowler, Frederick E.







100' Shore ( Mirror Lake) 1000.00
Boyd, Gordon & Philip C.
17 ac. (E. Trick-Helping Hand) 1000.00
2 Cottages (Trick) 4500.00
105' Shore 4000.00
Boyd, Raymond W.
35 ac. 200' Shore (Beach Pond) 4000.00
2 Camps 2500.00
Boyden, Thomas D.
Lot 277B (N. H. Island Dev.) and





Trailer L (Chitro) 1200.00
Brackett, Philip S.
Lot 7 4 ac. (Baldwin) 1000.00
Bldg. 2500.00
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Bradburn, James R. "Heirs"
1 ac. 200' Shore 28-3-16 &
1 ac. 168' Shore 28-3-17 &
PAac. 150' Shore 28-3-19 11000.00
Bldgs. 14000.00
Bradley, Eugene F.
Lot 6 (Williams) 1000.00






125' Shore (Copp-Mirror Lake-Oak Hill) 2500.00
Camp 1500.00
Brask, Henry
Lot 27 100' Shore 2000.00
Bldg. 5000.00
Lot 28 110' Shore (Hidden Valley) 2200.00
Lot 236S 1000.00
Brasseur, Herbert S.
2V2 ac. Lot 1 150' Shore (Haverhill Acres) 6000.00
Camp 3000.00
Breslin, James
Lot 7 103' Shore 2000.00
Bldg. 2500.00
Lot 8 100' Shore (Mirror Lake) 2000.00
Brewster, William L.
Unit 2 (Long) 500.00
2 Cottages 2500.00
Brigden, Mrs. Evelyn
175' Shore 13-1-6 7000.00
Bldg.-Pump House-Boat House 2500.00
Brigden, James H.





Land (Dore), 140' Shore (V. E. Field) 5600.00
2 Camps 8500.00




2 Lots 100' Shore (Blockus-MirrorLake) 2000.00
Camp Realty Inv. 3200.00
Brodhead, Woodruff M.





Bldg. (Lower School) 1500.00
Brophy, Mrs. Raymond & Peter Townsend





10 ac. (Goldsmith) 200.00
Brown, Charles E.
Lake Access 50' Shore 500.00
1 ac. 275' Shore (Beach Pond) 4500.00
Lots A-B 160 ac. 4000' Rd. Frontage 2000.00
Brown, Charles J.
Lot 1 & V2 of Lot 2 125' Shore (G. Johnson) 5000.00
Camp 3500.00
Brown, Chester G.
Lot 12 100' Shore 27-2-12 2000.00
Camp (Chase Island) 2000.00
Lot 13 100' Shore 27-2-13 2000.00
Brown, Clyde C. & Amy L.
Lot 18 260' Shore (Bear Island) 4600.00
Camp 25-1-18 1500.00
Brown, Edith Conant
4ac. 800' Shore 19000.00
Camp 7000.00
V\ int. Lot 9 (Pheeney) 150.00
Brown, Joyce E.
6.25 ac. 250' Shore 4500.00
Camp 1000.00
Brown, Richard S.
34 ac. (Part of Brown Farm) 1200.00
Brown, Mrs. Robert
20 ac. (Levi Ayers) 1000.00
22 ac. (Ed. Hersey) 1000.00
Brown, Walter
Trailer T.H. No. 9 900.00
Buckley, Neil
Lot 20 (Union Wharf Rd.) 500.00
Buell, Theodore L. "Heirs"
4V2 ac. 586' Shore 16000.00
Camp (W. W. Thomas-Buell) 7500.00
Buffington, Earl
Lot (H. Campbell) 1000.00
Camp-Garage 3000.00
Burger, Barbara S.
50 ac. (Darius Beacham) 500.00
Burgoyne, F. O.
Lots 15-16 200' Shore 4000.00
Camp (Wildwood Est.-Dan Hole Pond) 2500.00
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Burhoe, Winslow
2 l 2 ac. 400' Shore (Belleview Is.-Brown) 6000.00
26-1-56
Burke, James E.
Land 98.89' Shore (Krey-Narrows) 4000.00
Bldg. 3000.00
Burke, William A.
Lotl 102' Shore (G.Humphry) 4000.00
Bldg. 3500.00
Burns, Gerald A.
Lot 11 (Mill Pond Meadows-Thomas) 1000.00
Burns, Clement M.





Lot 200' Shore (Hersey ) 28-1-13 8000.00
Camp 2500.00
Burnett, H. Weston, Jr.
Lot 15 (Carillon Est.-K. Bell) 1000.00
Burton, Lewis C.
Lot 161 90' Shore (N.H. Dev.) 1800.00
Camp 2000.00




2 of Lot 162 50' Shore 900.00
25-2-161
Busch, Ruth F.
92.23 ac. (Leavitt Lot-Oliver Allen) 1000.00
Busch, Warren J.
83.81 ac. (W. Libby Farm-O. Allen) 1000.00
Bush, Rev. C. Paul, Jr.








2 ac. (Rec. Dev.-Abbott) 1000.00
Trailer 500.00
Butler, Yvonne H.









2 ac. (A. N. Dow-Adjutant Field, Upper End) 1000.00
House 2500.00
Cabana, Peter A.
Lot No. 239 (Hidden Valley) 1000.00
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Cain, Carroll M.
Lot No. 50 (Hidden Valley) 500.00
Lot No. 49 (S. Corner) 1000.00
Bldg. 4500.00
Callahan, Charles H.
2ac. (Abbott-Rec.Dev. Co.) 1000.00
Calnan, L. N.
Trailer E Lot No. 31 1100.00
Calvani, Ralph A.






75 ac. Shore Acres 900' Shore 13500.00
Bldgs. - Camp & Rec. Hall 6500.00
Whitten, Abenakee 3100.00
Washtub 2500.00
20 ac. Eaton field,
4 ac. 100' Shore, 4 ac. 600' Shore 3750.00
Bldg. 3300.00
Camp Idlewild
200 ac. 13,800' Shore 37-1-214 &
Backlots 25-2-216 &
Drew Island 24-1-5 100000.00
Bldgs. 4000.00
Lots 1465' Shore 37-1-215 16650.00
Camp William Lawrence
63 ac. (Copp-Knoll) 2000' Shore 7500.00
Bldg. 5500.00
20 ac. (Burleigh Pasture) 300.00
125 ac. (McKenzie-HaleyLot) 1000.00
Campbell, Harlan M.
Lot 6&7, Part of Lot 2 (Hookirk-Backland) 1000.00
Campbell, Priscilla
Trailer L. (R.Evans) 1200.00
Canney, Lillian
V2 Bertha Johnson Lot 250.00
Lot 5 105' Shore (Candage-Lovelace) 4200.00
Bldg. 2-1-61 2500.00
Canniff, Daniel & Esther
Lot 15 91 ac. (DameRd.) 1000.00
Cannon, Franklin A.
Lot 46-47 (Beach Pond-Sunrise) 1500.00
Bldg. 4000.00
Caputo, Joseph A.
2ac. 80' Shore (Backland-Lovering) 3200.00
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2 Camps 5000.00




Trailer T. H. (E. Chase) 1100.00
Carder, Inez M.
5 ac. (Bald Peak Land Co.) 5000.00
House 22000.00
Cardullo, Joseph J.
Lot 45' Shore (Young-Hamblen) 1800.00
Camp 2000.00
Carey, Mildred A.
LotT (Bennett Farm-Mirror Lake) 1.3 ac. 1000.00
Carley, Frederick
4 ac. i Darne Rd.-Adjutant I 1000.00
Bldg. 2000.00
4 ac. (Adjutant Additional) 500.00
Carr. James W.




Lot 157 100" Shore 25-2-157 2000.00
Camp ( Cow Island) 2500.00
Lot 157A 25-2-157A 300.00
Carroll County Trust
Lot8&9 (Rt. 109A) 1000.00
101 ac. 2000.00
Carter. Wendell III
Lot 2 150" Shore I Kling-Pheeney I 6000.00
Bldg. 2-1-11 6000.00
Cary. Mrs. Richard





Lot 32W 88' Shore I Sunrise I 1800.00
Bldg. 4000.00
1
2 of Lot 30W 50' Shore 1000.00
Lot3lW 80' Shore 1600.00
Cassaboom. Robert D.








LotC-5 (Martin Hill) 1000.00
Caulfied, Marian
Land 1000.00
Bldg. i Asa Fox) 4000.00





Lot 9 75' Shore 75 x 100
Camp on Plan Basin Dev.
Centola, Margaret E.
2V2 ac. (Will Swett Lot)
Chadurjian, Roland T.
Lot F 11 (Hidden Valley)
Chaffee, Brad H.
5 ac. Wood Lot (March, Rt. 171)
Bldg.
Chakarian, Oscar
Lot 164 100' Shore (Cow Is.-Island Dev.)
Camp 25-2-164
Chambers, Milton W.
Land 400x75 (Chester Howe)
Chandler, Clark
Lot 6 215' Shore (Pheeney)
Bldg.
Chandler, Col. Norman P.
1 ac. Land (Dan Hole Pond-Mary Rockwell)
Bldg.
Chang, Samuel P. Y., Trustee
Lot 4 93' Shore (Beach Pond)
Camp
Chapman, Donald
Lot 18 100' Shore (Chase Is.)
Bldg. 27-2-18
Chase, James L.
Lot F 5 (Hidden Valley)
Chase, William David & 6 Others
40' Right of Way to Lake
Chase, William David
2V4 ac. (Van Horsen)
Camp
Chen, Ming M.











































Lot 64 (Hidden Valley)
Clarke, Howard V.




Clark, John W., Jr.
Lots 17&18 (Dan Hole Pond)
Camp
Clark, Lawrence C.
V2 ac. Lot 7 110' Shore (Candage)
Camp 2-1-59
Clark, Paul F.,Estate





Lot 263' x 450' (Edgerly)
3 Trailers
Cohen, Amy R. Smith
Lot 30 100' Shore (Mirror Lake Est.
)
Camp
Colburn, Jane & K. Scott - T. Shohl
1 ac. 200' Shore
Bldg.
25 ac. (DoreLot) 300' Shore






Lot231 103' Shore (N.H. Island Dev.)
Camp 37-1-231
Coleila, Ralph J.
Lot 153-154 (Cow Island) 200' Shore
Bldg. 25-2-154
Missionary servants
Coleman, Dr. Joseph H.
Lot 44 177' Shore 25-1-44
Lot 45 152' Shore 25-1-45
Lot 46 154' Shore 25-1-46
Lot 47 152' Shore 25-1-47
Cottage (Little Bear Island)
Comeau, Earl N.










































Lot 172A 100' Shore 25-2-172A 2000.00
Lot 172B 100' Shore 25-2-172B 2000.00
(Cow Island)
Conlon, Mary J.
14 ac. Wood Lot (Donato-North, Land




V2 ac. 218' Shore (Dawson-Wawbeek) 8300.00
Bldg. 13-1-3 5000.00
Conrad, Everett G.





Bldgs. (Davis House-Paige) 5000.00
Continental Telephone Service Corp.
Land (Melvin Village) -Bldg. 1500.00
Cooper-Ellis, Lois C.
Lot 4B 280' Shore 9600.00
3ac. Backland 300.00




Lot 225 90' Shore (Cow Island) 1800.00
Bldg. 37-1-225 3000.00
Coughlin, Francis B.
Lot 400' Shore (Max Meyer) 12000.00
Bldg. 6000.00
Coulon, Frank R.
100' Shore ( Wiggin) & Backlot (A. Kimball) 2000.00
Bldg. 2000.00
Cousins, Robert
Land 147' Shore (Sible) 28-1-39 5800.00
Camp 3000.00
Coventry, Robert A.
Lot 156 100' Shore 25-2-156 2000.00
Lot 156A (Cow Island) 25-2-156A 500.00
Covey, Mrs. Gerald
Lot 59B( Hidden Valley) 1000.00
Craig, Cassin W.




5 ac. (Hayes PI.) 1000.00
Bldg. 2500.00




50' Right of Way 100.00
Cramer. Russell E.. Ill
Lot 13 125' Shore Rich 2500.00
Bldg. 26-1-5 3000.00
Crane. Caroline M.
LotB 100' Shore Crane) 4000.00
Crane. Chilton
2ac. 200' Shore H. Mclntire PI.) 8000.00
Bldg. 6000.00




4 ac. Lots 3&4 222' Shore 8400.00
Camp i Merry-mount i 14-4-10 3000.00
Crosby, Earl L. 'Heirs)







Culleton. Dr. James F.
Lot 200' Shore 80O0.00
Camp 7000.00
Culton. H. Howard




Unit 6 'Long) 2500.00
Cunio. Stephen J.





Land 100' Shore l Woodworm PI. I 4000.00
Bldg. 14-3-15 3500.00
Currier. Mrs. John A.














Lot 45 (Sunrise Dev.-Beach Pond) 1000.00
Bldg. 4500.00
Daly, Mrs. Grace
Lot 5 (Wildwood Est.) 2000.00
D'Angelo, Edward Peter
2 ac. (Dame Lot, Abbott-N. Bennett-O'Connor) 1000.00
Bldg. 1000.00
Dan Hole Pond Assoc.
Backland (2838'-+ on Rd. Known as Lots 48-49-50) 1000.00
Danforth, Evelyn A.




Lot Bl (Martin Hill Est.) 1000.00
Daukas, Dr. Nicholas
800' Shore 38-1-259 10000.00
350' Shore 38-1-244 5000.00
550' Shore 38-1-9 7000.00
400' Shore 38-1-20 4250.00
300' Shore 38-1-28 5000.00













1 Lot 110' Shore (Berwind) 6000.00
Camp Garage Guesthouse 9000.00
Davis, King





91 ac. (Wallace PI.) 1000.00
28 ac. (Drew Lot) 200.00
10 ac. (Pine Lot) 200.00
15 ac. (WigginLot) 200.00
30 ac. (PeaveyLot) 300.00
Davis, Scott H.














2 ac. (Part Gould Lot) 1000.00
Deer Hill Colony Trust
Lots 1-2-3-4-5-9-10-13-14-16-17-18
(Deer Hill, D. Hayford) 6000.00
Deimezis, Loukas
Lot 2 200' Shore (Beach Pond, Tibbetts) 4000.00
Camps 2000.00
Dekar Realty Trust
Lot 227 110' Shore 37-1-227 2200.00
Lot 36 100' Shore 38-1-36 2000.00
Delahanty, Thomas W.




45' Shore (Cow Island) 900.00
Part of Lot No. 162 2000.00
Demers, Albert P.
Trailer L 1800.00
DeMeulle, Leo O., Jr.
2.6 ac. (Herbert Miller, Jr.) 1000.00
2.2 ac. 500.00
Deterling, Dr. Ralph A., Jr.
Land 2800.00
House 4000.00
70' Shore (Whortleberry Is.
)
1600.00
85' Shore (Whortleberry Is.) 1000.00
Bldg. 1500.00
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6V2 ac. (Swett-Angus MacKerron) 1000.00
Camp 1500.00
Diskin, William J.
Lot 100x120 (R. Piper) 1000.00
Cottage 2500.00
Lot 5 100' Shore (C. Baxter) 3000.00
Dodge, Elmer W.





Lot 50' Shore ( Lottie Rust) 2000.00
Camp 2500.00
Donovan, Francis J.
Lot 8 142' Shore (Mirror Lake Est.) 2800.00
Camp 4500.00
Lot 58 (Backland) 500.00
Lot 7 142' Shore 2000.00
Dore, Leon E.
20 ac. (Young Lot) 1500.00
House 1500.00
Dore, Roy E.
40 ac. (Pasture-Bisbee) 1500.00
Bldg. 1000.00
Dorian, Mrs. Alan




Lot 4 100' on Basin (D. Humphrey) 3000.00
Douglas, Bruce
25 ac. (Ed. Peavey) 800.00
Douglas, Bruce E.




LotB 270' Shore (Kelloway) 9400.00
Bldg. 6000.00
Downie, Lynn
Lots 456 to 466 25-2-136 & 138 4000.00
Lots 8 & 8A 105' Shore 25^2-137 (Cow Island, Ronci) 1000.00
Doyle, Arnold W.
84 ac. ( W.W. Thomas-R. Dow) 6000.00
Lot No. 10 100' Shore ( Wingate Cove-Berwind) 4000.00
Trailer 500.00
Driscoll, John P.
Lot 190 100' Shore (Cow Island) 2000.00
Chalet 2000.00
Dronan, John
Trailer E No. 3 1100.00
Drooks, David
Lot 303'x362.9'x200' (Piper) 1000.00
Dube, Leo N.














>2 ac. Wooded Lot 4000.00
Duso, Jackson H.
Lots 127-128-129-130-131-132 300' Shore 6000.00
Moorhead Bldg. -2 Camps (Cow Island) 3000.00
25-2-129 25-2-130 25-2-131
Dussault, William E.
Parts of Lots 26 & 27 181' Shore 3600.00
3Bldgs. 25-1-27 4000.00
Dyer, Admiral George C.




Lot 30 105' Shore (Wildwood) 2000.00
Camp 2000.00
Eagan, Edward
Land 125' Shore (J. Mixer) 5000.00
Bldg. 5500.00
Earle, Mrs. Benjamin
Lot (Beach Pond -W.Wyllie) 2000.00
Camp 1500.00
Eaton, Paul J.




37 ac. (Walker Shephard) 1500.00
Bldgs. 4000.00
Ebert, Clinton C.
Lots 21-22 200' Shore 4000.00
Bldg. (Wildwood Est.) 4000.00
Edwards, Judson F.
Lot 1 108' Shore 4000.00
Bldg. (W. A. Allen-Hide Away Shore) 3500.00
Ela, William Brian












Lot 11 100' Shore (W. McDonald) 2000.00
Bldg. 27-2-11 2500.00
Ellis, Robert W.





4 ac. 500' shore 16000.00
6 Bldgs. 3500.00
Lot part of Home 500.00
Emery, Carol A., (Est. Robert Emery)




Lot 4A 200' Shore 8000.00
Bldgs. 12500.00
England, Lawrence R.




Lot 16 150' Shore 25-1-16 3000.00
Bldg. 2000.00
Lot 17 200' Shore 25-1-17 4000.00
Ennis, Helen, Sr.
Trailer T.H. No. 2 1300.00
Erskine, Alan L. & Joan Erskine Green
30 ac. 350' Shore 13000.00
Bldg. (A. Dow-ErskinePl.-F. Home) 9000.00
Espiefs, Peter S.
10 ac. ( Part Home & Martine) 1000.00
4ac. (Burbank-Martin) 500.00
Ethridge, Charles E.
V2 ac. (Sodom) 1000.00
Camp 1000.00
Evans, Frank
Trailer E Lot No. 18 500.00
Evans, William R., Jr.
Lot 200' Shore 28-1-6 8000.00
Camp-Boathouse 3600.00
Fabian, Dorothy C.
70 ac. (Moulton-C. Thompson) 500.00
Great Meadows (C.Thompson) 100.00
Fahlman, Richard B.
60 ac. (Beach Pond-Severance) 2500.00
Fairbanks, Charles A.
250' Shore (Batchelder) 5000.00
5 POW-WOW Cabins 7500.00
Motel 6000.00
Falconer, Clifton
Trailer L (Demers) 700.00
Falconer, Scott
Trailer L 700.00
Fano, Paul J., Jr.
V2 ac. (Adjutant-Ray) 1000.00
Trailer 1500.00
Farrell, Sidney W.
Lot 200' Shore 8000.00
Camps 3500.00
Farrell, S. Warren
Lot 149' Shore (Winter Harbor) 6000.00
Bldg. (Farrell-Durkee) 5000.00
Faucher, Louis








Lot 100' Shore (Brown-Snow) 2000.00




Unit 14 (Long) 2500.00
Feise, Richard
Land & Shore (Echo Island) 3000.00
Bldg. 1000.00
Feldman, Saul
60 ac. (32 House Lots, Hersey-Blumit) 14000.00
Feltham, Richard
y4 ac. (Backland, Cow Island) 200.00
Ferris, Charles
Trailer T.H. No. 22 600.00
Trailer T.H. No. 22 (R. Peterson) 1000.00
Field, Virginia E.
lac. (Ada Elms) 1000.00
Bldg. 4000.00
Field, William S.









5.02 ac. (D. Mclntire, Jr.
)
1000.00
Fiske, Rev. Wallace G.
1V2 ac. 100' Shore (Haverhill Acres) 4000.00
Camp 3000.00
Fitchet, Duncan M.
Lot 1 300' Shore 11-1-1 5000.00
Camp-Boathouse (Bear Island) 3000.00




Lot 61 (Beech Pond) 1000.00
Bldg. 3700.00
Flagg, Tracy
Trailer T.H. No. 20 700.00
Flemming, John
Trailer T.H. No. 21 2000.00
Fleming, John W. & Edward J. Bauaro
Lot 204 (Hidden Valley Dev., Co.) 1000.00
Bldg. 2500.00
Fleming, Mary V.




Lot 36 95' Shore 2000.00
Bldg. (Mirror Lake Est.) 3500.00
Forrest, Col. James C.
Lots 15 & 19 ( Deer Hill Colony) 1500.00
Bldg. 3500.00
Found, George H.
Lot 42 & Part of 41 250' Shore 25-1-42 4500.00
Lot 43 422' Shore 25-1-43 6200.00







Lot 17 100' Shore 2000.00
Bldg. (Mirror Lake) 3000.00
Frederick Family Trust
V2 of Vianello Lot & 2 ac. 155' Shore 6200.00
Camps ( Lanes End Rd. ) 2-1-75 4000.00
Freeze, Ronald L.
Lot 200' Shore (F. Wiggin) 4000.00
Camp ( Mirror Lake) 1500.00
Frenier, Mr. & Mrs. Wendell C.
Lot 175' Shore (Davis-Eaton) 28-1-29 7000.00





Lot B & y2 of Lot 1A (Brookfield Realty) 1000.00
Bldg. (Mirror Lake) 2000.00
Frye, Donald J.
Lots 47 & 48 (Bennett Farm) 400.00
Frye, Mrs. E. Mervyn
1V2 ac. Lots 12-13 200' Shore 8000.00
Camps (Hall-E. M. Frye) 3500.00
Fuller, Mrs. Dorothy H.
Lot 4 (WildwoodEst.) 2000.00
Camp 1500.00
Fuller, Percy
Lot 3 (WildwoodEst.) 2000.00
Bldg. 1500.00
Fuller, William R.




Lot 60 (Closson Gilbert) 500.00
Furdon, Thomas B.
Land 500.00
Unit 11 (Long) 2500.00
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Gage, Margaret




3 ac. Lots 4-5 (Melvin Heights) 2000.00
Bldg. 1700.00
Lot 3 1000.00
y2 int. Lots 1-2-7, 20 ac. Backland 750.00
Gale, Thomas S.
Lot 6 (Melvin Heights) 1000.00
20 ac. (Undev.) 750.00




Trailer T. rf. No. 10 1000.00
Gamble, Neal K.
Lot 217 30' Shore (N. H. Is. Dev.) 1000.00
37-1-217
Garbarino, David F.
Part Lot 4 55' Shore & Part Lot 5
45' Shore (Oakhill) 2000.00
House 3000.00
Lot A (Mirror Lake, Mixer) 300.00
Gardner, John U.
y4 ac. 100' Shore (Edgerly) 4000.00
Camp 2000.00
Garinger, Louis
Lot 2 150' Shore 2500.00
Lot 3 150' Shore 2500.00
Lotl 125' Shore 26-1-47 2500.00
House (Whortleberry Island) 2000.00
LotlA 80' Shore & Lot 18 150' Shore 4300.00
26-1-12
Lot 34 Shore 26-1-13 1250.00
Garrand, Arnold
Part Lot 25 120' Shore 25-1-25B 2400.00
Camp (Little Bear Island) 2000.00
Gauvin, Richard
Trailer E No. 30 1000.00
George, Richard W.








Lot 59 (Mirror Lake Est.) 500.00
Gillespie, Clifford J., Jr.
12 ac. (Part Sarah Brown Farm) 1200.00
Bldg. 6000.00
Gilman, Clifton
Lot ( Jonesport, Mary Jones) 500.00
Camp 2000.00
Lot (H. Jones, Mirror Lake) 1500.00
Girard, Raymond A.
Trailer E No. 10 1200.00
Gire, Bertram C.
Lot A8 (Martin Hill-March) 1000.00
Glidden, Gladys G.
50 ac. (A. M. Brewster) 1500.00
Bldg. 4000.00
3 ac. (Mary Bean) 500.00
Glynn, George W.
Land 50' Shore (Part D. Parson) 2000.00
Bldg. 2000.00
Glynn, James E.
Lot 234 106' Shore ( Cow Island) 2100.00
Camp 37-1-234 2000.00
Godek, Michael J.
5ac. (Maxcy-Fed. Cor.) 1000.00
Goeller, Charles P.
Land 200' Shore 8000.00
Bldg. 2500.00
Goodman, Jeffrey
Lot 19 82' Shore (Amoruso) 1600.00
Bldg. 4500.00
Goodrich, Alice
40 ac. (Ben Ham) 1000.00
Gordon, Gertrude F.






2Lots( Basin Dev., Corp.) 2000.00
2Bldgs. 3000.00
Gotthardt, Charles J.
V2 of Lot 3, Lots 4-5 250' Shore 9000.00
Camp (Bixby Shores) 3000.00
Gould, Charles H.






Lot R (Bennett Farm)
Grace, Warren
Lot 29 ( Mirror Lake Est.
)
Camp-Garage
Lot 46 (Bennett Farm)
Grady, Robert
Trick Lot
Grady, Thomas F., Sr.






Granite State Savings Bank











1.6 ac. 100' Shore (Butler-Greenwood)
Camp




Lot 27 125' Shore 26-1-20
Camp ( Wortleberry Island)
Greenwood, James F.
Lot 274 90' Shore ( Cow Island)
Lot 274A 38-1-274
Lot 273 90' Shore ( Island Sales
)
Bldg. 38-1-273
Greist, G. Raymond P.
Lot 8 100' Shore (Russo)
Bldg. (Melvin Gardens) 14-3-14
Griffin, Paul M.
Lot No. 6 10 ac. (Rec. Dev., Co.)
Lot No. 9 16.5 ac. (Rec. Dev. -Abbott)
Grout, Eleanor
3
4 ac. 200' Shore (Beach Pond-Smith)
Camp
Gucker, Eleanore H.









































Lot 37 125' Shore 26-1-37 2000.00
Lot 38 125' Shore 26-1-38 1250.00
Hadley, Herbert R.
2 ac. (Kane-Baxter) 1000.00
Bldg. 4500.00
Hall, Barbara Hubley
Lot 11 (Samoset Island) 3000.00
Hall, John A.
12 ac. (208' on Wharf Rd., E. B. Edgerly) 1200.00
Bldg. 3000.00
6 ac. 300' x 800' 600.00








Lot 9 & V2 of 10 150' Shore 6000.00
Bldg. (Bixby Shore) 3500.00
Hallock, Donald E. L.
Land 95' Shore (Brendel Shore-Chase Pt.) 3800.00
Guest House 2000.00
Hamel, Dana A.
Lots 3 & 5 (Dora Meyer) 1000.00
Lot 7 500.00
Bldg. 7000.00





Lot 12 150' Shore 25-1-12 3000.00
Lot 13 162' Shore 25-1-13 3200.00
Camp (Bear Island) 2000.00
Hansen, Carl I.





Lot 100' Shore (E. Clark - J.D. Clark) 4000.00
House 14-1-12 5000.00
Hardy, Thomas E.
Lot 26 82' Shore (Beech Pond) 1600.00
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Lot 8 (Basin Dev., Crop.) 3000.00
Camp 2000.00
Harriman, Jeanne S.





Lots 3-4 200' Shore (Mirror Lake) 4000.00
Harris, Leslie
Lot 2 100' Shore (Cow Island) 3000.00
House 2500.00
Lot 2A & y2 of Lots 3-3A 50' Shore 25-2-3 25-2-3A 1000.00
Harris, Millicent S.
Pine Tree Island (Bernice Swift) 2000.00
Camp 1000.00
Hart, Benjamin
One of Twin Islands 1000.00
Camp 1000.00
Haseltine, George W.
Lot 3 181' Shore (Corliss) 11-1-3 3600.00
Camp (Little Bear Island) 2000.00
Haskell, Alexander C, Jr.
Lot 7 150' Shore (Merrymount) 6000.00
Camp 14-4-6 4000.00
Haskell, Richard E.
Lot 1 200' Shore 26-1-46 4000.00
House (Whortleberry Island) 2500.00
Hatch, Elizabeth H.
Lot 16 100' Shore (Chase Island) 27-2-16 2000.00
Hatfield, Keith C.
Lot 2 (D. LaddSubd.) ROW Lanes End 1000.00
Bldg. 3000.00
Hatfield, Richard V.
Land 112' Shore (Hallock-Brendel) 4400.00
Camp 3600.00
Hawkins, Hazel P.




Hayes, Annie Graham B.
V2 ac. 75' Shore (Rosa Hayes) 3000.00
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Camp 1500.00
Hayes, Charles W., 3rd
Land 75' Shore (C. Willard Hayes) 3000.00
Camp 2000.00
Hayes, Col. David
2 ac. 200' Shore (W. W. Thomas) 8000.00
3 Bldg. 3000.00
Hayes, Frederick D.




6 ac. 250' Shore (Wiggin) 9000.00
Camp 3500.00
Hayes, Rosa P. & Col. David Hayes
Lot 120' Shore (R. Hayes) 5000.00
2 Camps 2500.00
Hayes, William H., Jr.





Lot 150' Shore ] 2 ac. Backland, 25-2-128, 25-2-127 3000.00





Lot 145' Shore (Hall-R. Willard) 5800.00
2Bldgs. (Sawyer Point) 28-3-6 4000.00
Hegarty, Francis A.
1 ac. Lot (Berry-Dearborn) 1000.00
Bldg. 1500.00
Heiman, Stephen E.
Lots 17-18-19-21-22 (Wharf Rd.) 2000.00
Hemingway, Stuart
Lots 225-226-227 (Hidden Valley) 2500.00
Henck, Dorothy




Hennig;an, David T., Jr.
Lot 2 150' Shore (Thayer-Brookfield) 3000.00
Bldg. (Mirror Lake) 3000.00
Hennessy, Dr. Robert
Lot 400' Shore (Boycroft) 14000.00
Lot (Dore) 6000.00
Camp 2000.00
2 Lots (Dore) 800.00
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Lot 4 100' Shore ( Candage) 4000.00
Camp 2-1-62 2000.00
Hersey, Irving
209 ac. 3500' Shore 20000.00
Brennan Camp 2000.00




11.7 ac. (Hattie Hersey) 1000.00
Hertel, Van E.
18.1 ac. (George Palmer) 3000.00
Heuser, William L., Jr.
Land 500.00
Unit 13 (Long-Neilson) 2500.00
Heuston, Mr. & Mrs. Joseph T.




Hibbs, Louis E., Jr.
1 / 3ac.Backlot (Back of Miller) 500.00
Hicks, David A.
Lot 276-277A 150' Shore 3000.00
Camp (Cow Island) 38-1-276 1500.00
Hildebrant, Richard, (Heirs)
2V2 ac. (Ben Lucas) 1000.00
Hird, John S.
Lot F9 (Hidden Valley-Sunrise) 1000.00
Ho, Yu-Chi
Lot21 80' Shore ( Sunrise Dev.) 1600.00
Bldg. 4000.00
Hobson, C. Edgar
Lot 63 (Hidden Valley) 1000.00
Hodges, Frank
12 3ac. (Elie Place) 1000.00
Bldg. 2500.00
Hoge, R. T. & Emily W. Hoge
Lot 55 150' Shore 1-1-55 3000.00
Lot 54 40' Shore 1-1-54 800.00












Lot 20 150' Shore (VanVliet) 3000.00
Bldg. (Little Bear Island) 25-1-20 1000.00
Holzweis, Fred
1 ac. 130' Shore ( Wingate Cove) 5200.00
Camp 4000.00
Hood, Roger W.
Lot 56 ( Hidden Valley) 1000.00
Bldg. 4000.00
Hookway, Ralph O. & Caroline W.
Lotl 135' Shore (Postance-Hobart) 2500.00
Bldg. (Mirror Lake Est.) 7000.00
Hopgood, Mrs. Alice D.
Lot 6 & • 2 of 7 150' Shore ( Christenson) 6000.00
Home-Garage (Bixby Shore) 6000.00
Horton, Mrs. Arthur W., Jr.




House, Mrs. Cecil O.
Lot - 162' Shore (Craigue-Green) 6400.00
2 Camps 2-1-74 3000.00
Houston, Sarah Lee Ough
Lot 35 (Mirror Lake Est.) 2000.00
House 3600.00
Howard, Godfrey G.





Lot 155 100' Shore (Cow Island) 2000.00
Bldg. 25-2-155 2000.00
Howe, Robert M.
Lot 32 100' Shore (L. Bear Is.) 2000.00
Camp 25-1-32 2500.00
Howe, Ruthe W.
Land (Piper-20 Mile Bay) 1280.00
Camp 2000.00
Howland, Dr. Richard
Lot 36 & 50' of 37 300' Shore 5000.00
Camp (Bear Island) 25-1-36 2500.00
Hoy, Richard M.
Lot 52 (Hidden Valley) 1000.00
Bldg. 3000.00
Hubbert, Ms. Joie E.
Vfe'ac. 200' Shore (Goodell) 8000.00
Camp 3500.00
Huckins, Marian A.




Lot 53 90' Shore 38-1-53 1800.00
Bldg. (Cow Island) 2000.00
Lot 54 215' Shore 38-1-54 3250.00
Hughes, Richard J.
Lots 30-31 335' Shore 5350.00
Bldg. (Little Bear Island) 25-1-31 2000.00
Hughey, David
Lot 11 (Hurlbert-Pheeney) 1800.00
Hujber, Gerald J.
Lot 1 & Part of Lot 2 150' Shore 3000.00
Lot 1A & Part of Lot 2A ( Ronci
)
500.00
Camp 25-2-1A 25-2-1 1000.00
Hull, Barbara
Lot 1 (Senter Cove R.S.R.) 1200.00
Hull, Lawrence
v4 ac. RemickLot (Remick-Hull) 1000.00
Bldg. 2500.00
Hunter, Tad Alan
Lotl 2.13 ac. 1000.00
Bldg. 2500.00
Huron, Capt. F. H.








2 ac. Lot A ( Hurlburt) 150.00
Camp 3000.00
1 ac. 150' Shore (Wm. Conant) 6000.00
Hutchins, Morton A.
Lot8(Hurlburt-Pheeney) 1800.00





Hyman, Edward J., Jr.












Lot 45-46A 100' Shore 38-1-45 3300.00











Unit B2 (York House-Wawbeek) 5000.00
Jamitkowski, Walter J., Jr.
Lot 57 ( Hidden Valley) 1000.00
Jednak, Theodore R.
Lot 5 187' Shore (Melvin) 7400.00
Bldg. 14-3-12 2500.00
Jeffrey, Robert W.




Lot 173-Part 172-174-175-176-177-Part 178 1000' Shore 6000.00
Bldg. (Cow Island) 25-2-174 25-2-175 500.00
Johnson, Donald A.
1V2 ac. Lot 6 (Carleton Johnson) 4000.00




Trailer E No. 23 800.00
Johnston, James W.
Lots 121-122-123-124 150' Shore 4500.00
Camp 25-2-125 4000.00
Lots 472-478 Backland 25-2-126 1000.00
V4 int. Lot 50' Shore (Funkhouser) 500.00
Jones, Elizabeth
Land 150' Shore 3000.00
Bldg. 1500.00
Jordan, Gilbert
Lotl 100' Shore (Mixer) 2000.00
Camp (Mirror Lake) 2000.00
Lot 200' Shore ( Vanalstine) 4000.00
Camp 2000.00
Judge, Edward M.




Lot 150' Shore (Beech Pond) 3000.00
Camp 1500.00
Kamarobee Assoc., Inc.
300' Shore 40-1-1 5000.00
1185' Shore 40-1-19 10460.00
200' Shore (Chase Island) 27-2-14 4000.00
Kantrowitz, Fred G.





Lot 34 (Hidden Valley) 2000.00
Kearney, Paul
V2ac. (Ralph Bennett) 1000.00
Camp 2000.00
Keddie, James E.
Lot 70' Shore 2800.00








Trailer E No. 7 1300.00
Kepner, L. Chase
Lot A 106' Shore (M. Gould) 4200.00
Camp (Sawyer Point) 2500.00
Keyes, William A.
3V2 ac. (Dame Rd.) 44-2-23 1000.00
Killian, Alan
Lot F6( Hidden Valley) 1000.00
Kimball, Dean P.
V2 int. Lots 90 & 93 100' Shore (Cow Island) 1000.00
Kimball, Frank B.
Lot 18 100' Shore (Mirror Lake Est.) 2000.00
Kirby, Frank E.
Lot 256 118' Shore 38-1-258 2300.00
Camp (Cow Island) 2000.00
Kirby, Mary E.




Unit 7 (Long) 2500.00
Kirshner, Gloria I.
200' Shore 26-1-15 1250.00
Lots 28-29-30-31 125' Shore 26-1-16 4000.00
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Camp 3000.00
125' Shore 26-1-17 1250.00
125' Shore 26-1-18 1250.00
Lot 32 125' Shore (Whortleberry Is.) 26-1-19 1250.00
Klumpp, Elizabeth F.
Vfe ac. 150' Shore (Narrows) 6000.00
1 Rm. Cabin 500.00
Kneeland, Ralph F.
Lot 16 (B. Williams-Wharf Rd.) 1000.00
Knoll, David C.
Lot 190' Shore (Eckblom) 7700.00
Bdg. (Winter Harbor Way) 10000.00
Knowlton, Donald (Heirs)
Lot 120' Shore (Mirror Lake) 2400.00
Camp 2500.00
Koropp, Mrs. Phyllis M.
1V2 ac. 300' Shore (Chase Point) 10000.00
Camp-Garage 3500.00
Koss, William E.
2ac. (K. Dow-Krey) 1500.00
Kovan, Leonard
Land 151' Shore (Kenny) 6000.00
House-Camps 5000.00
Krippendorf, M. Patricia
Lot 26 (Senter Cove R.S.R.) 1200.00
Kuhback, Charles M.
2V2 ac. (Eva Paige) 1000.00







Camp (Whortleberry Island) 5000.00
Kussmaul, Edwin E.




Lot 1 (C. Hansen-ProspectHill) 1500.00
House (posik) 5000.00
Ladd, Ben
12 ac. (BassettFarm-Sandstrom) 500.00
Bldg. 500.00
Ladd, Peter T.
Lot 4 (Pineedle Cove-Sawyer Point) 1200.00
V4 int. 80' Shore (Pineedle) 800.00
Bldg. 28-3-10 28-3-11 4000.00
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LaFlam, Col. Robert
20 ac. (Peter Cook) 1000.00
Lakes Region Trust
130 ac. (Thompson, Canaan Rd.) 2000.00
Lake, Richard D.
6ac.300'x900' (R. Adjutant) 1000.00
Trailer 1800.00
Lakeside Colony Inc.
Lot (Paige)-117' Shore 5000.00
House-11 Cottages-Boathouse-
3 new Cottages-Radio Shop 20000.00
Lamb, Sarah L.
4 ac. part (Morrison-Lord) 1000.00
Lambert, Edward F.
Land (Winter Harbor-Tomahawk) 4000.00
Camp 2000.00
Landau, Walter A.






Unit 4 (Long) 2500.00
Lane, Timothy J.
Lots 23 & 24 (B.Williams) 1000.00
Lange, Roger F.
Lot 12 100' Shore (Danziger) 1000.00
Bldg. 4000.00
LaPlume, Robert A.
Lots 14 & 15 150' Shore 4500.00
Bldg. (Basin Dev.) 3000.00
La ton, Dexter
Trailer T.H. No. 27 1200.00
Lauersen, Howard
Lots 93-95 233' Shore (Cow Island) 4700.00
Camp 2000.00
Lots 94 & 96 (Backlot) 25-2-80 25-2-81 25-2-82 400.00
Lauzonis, Jules J.
11 ac. 300' Shore (Beech Pond) 6000.00
Camp 500.00
Lavender, John R.
2ac. (B. Laura) 1000.00
Lavina, Richard
Trailer L (Pearson) 800.00
Lavine, Burton
Land 75' Shore (Geo. Crawford) 3200.00
Bldg. 3000.00
Lawless, Jerome C.
Lotl 1.26 ac. 225' Shore 9000.00
Bldg. (Millstone Point) 15000.00
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Lawrence, Edwin D.
20 ac. 600' Shore-Right of Way 8000.00




130 ac. Woodland ( Bennett Pasture) 1500.00
Lawrence, Richard




Lot 75 ( Hidden Valley) 1000.00
Leathers, Carlton & Donald
Lots 97-98-99 211' Shore 4000.00
Bldg. (Willey) 25-2-83 2500.00
Lee, David D.
Lotl 125' Shore (Brendel) 5000.00
House (Chase Point) 5000.00
LeMaistre, Leo




Lotl 1 13 Shore (Winni Shores) 1800.00
Camp 3000.00
LeMay, Donald E., Sr.




Lot (Winter Harbor) 2000.00
Bldgs. 4000.00
Lesage, Harold C, Jr.
Lot72(Tardif) 1000.00
Bldg. (Hidden Valley) 4000.00
Letoile, Robert L.




Land 140' Shore 5600.00
Bldg. 8000.00
Letoile, William J., Jr.
Land 130' Shore ( Letoile 5200.00
Levenson, Daniel D.
Lot 18 84' Shore ( Sunrise Dev.) 1600.00
House 4500.00
Levergood, Jack
Lot 100' Shore (Ellis) 4000.00
Camp 3500.00
Levesque, Richard B.
Lots 71-77 500' Shore 38-1-70 6600.00
Camp ( Cow Island) 38-1-71 2000.00
2V2 ac. Backland (Willey) 200.00
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Levy, Mrs. Elizabeth W.
V2 ac. (Hodgdon) 1000.00
House 2000.00
Levy, Jean
3V2 ac. 150' Shore ( Wiggin) 6000.00
Bldg. 14000.00
Lewis, Frederick 0., Jr.













Light, Dr. Jerome (Heirs)
Little Birch Island 9000.00
Bldg.-Camp 3000.00
2 / 5 of 75 ac. 15' Shore (L. Banfield) 38-2-2 1000.00
Lillis, Glenna Mae
Bowen Field ( Bense) 2000.00
Boatshed 6000.00
Lillis, John P.






Lot 178 100' Shore 25-2-178 2000.00








Lot 12 (SenterCoveR.S.R.) 1200.00
Lloyd, Howard
Land 80' Shore (Sawyers Point) 3200.00
Bldg. 28-3-14 2000.00
Loether, John M.
Lot 2 221' Shore 28-3-18 8400.00






Lot 80' Shore ( Theo. Whitten) 3000.00
Camp ( Chase Point) 3000.00
Lowney, Edmund
Trailer T.H. No. 15 700.00
Luebbers, John T.
Trailer E No. 34 (I.J. Leonard) 700.00
Luz, Herbert M.
Lot 11W 80' Shore 1600.00
Bldg. (Beech Pond) 4200.00
Lynch, Francis





Trailer E No. 25 1000.00
Lyon, Julian V.






5ac. 100' Shore (Keen-Dr. Bixby) 8000.00
Camps 7000.00
MacDonald, Robert P.
Lot 58 ( Hidden Valley) 1000.00
MacKenzie, Bianca K.
Lot 9 2.42 ac. (R. C. Auger) 1000.00
MacKenzie, Paul E.
Lot 6 2.27 ac. (R. Auger) 1000.00
Macomber, Verrell
Trailer E. No. 16 600.00
Magistrelli, John C.







Maltby, Dr. Jane Merriam
Land 150' Shore (F. Kimball) 3000.00
Bldg. (Mirror Lake) 2000.00
Lot C Backland (Swett) 300.00
Maltzie, Mrs. Mary E.
Lot 33 (Mirror Lake Est.) 2000.00
Camp 2500.00
Mansfield, James
Lot 42 ( Hidden Valley) 1000.00
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March, Benjamin F. (Trustee)
Lot C6 (Martin Hill Est.-March) 1000.00
LotC7 500.00
Marchese, Vincent G.
Lot 66 (Hidden Valley-Palmgren) 1000.00
Marcotte, Ed. H.
Lot 5 95' Shore (Cowan) 14-3-17 3800.00
3 Camps (Melvin Gardens) 4500.00
Marriott, J. Willard, Jr. & Richard E. Marriott
Parcel A 600' Shore 16000.00
Bldg. 15000.00
Parcel B 122 ac. 2000.00
Marriott, J. Willard, Jr. & Donna G. Marriott
Parcel Cl 430' Shore 12600.00
Bldg. 8000.00
Marriott, J. Willard, Jr.
Parcels 4& 5 630' Shore 16600.00
Bldg. 8000.00
Marriott, Richard E. & Nancy P. Marriott
Parcel 1 220' Shore 8400.00
Bldg. 6000.00
D. 250' Shore & 3/4 ac. Backlot 9000.00
Marriott, Russell S.
Land 335' Shore ( McCarthy-Dunsford) 10000.00
Bldg. 8000.00
Marsh, Dexter H., Jr.
2 ac. (Leroy Ham Lot) 500.00
Home 3000.00
Lot 102' Shore (Pennel) 4000.00
Bldg. 3500.00








Lot 193 150' Shore 25-2-193 1500.00
Lot 194 150' Shore 25-2-194 1500.00
Marshall, John A.
Lot 14 150' Shore 26-1-7 &
Lot 15 470' Shore 26-1-8 6250.00
Lot 17 205' Shore 26-1-10 &
Lotl7A 190' Shore 26-1-11 5800.00
Bldg. (Whortleberry Island) 2500.00
Lot 33 125' Shore 26-1-14 2500.00
Marshall, Myrna
Land 155' Shore (Merrymount) 6000.00
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Camp 4000.00
17 ac. (Highpines-Buschmeyer) 1000.00
Marshall, Wayne
1 ac. (Minot-N. Vittum) 1000.00
Martel, Maurice H.
Lot 22 92' Shore (Beech Pond) 1840.00
Bldg. 4000.00
Lot 23 82' Shore 1640.00
Lot 24 79' Shore 1580.00
Lot 25 79' Shore 1580.00
Martell, Richard W.





Lot 183 (Cow Island Sales) 2000.00
25-2-183
Matthews, Lloyd G.
Trailer E No. 27 1200.00
May, Maurice I.
Lot 212 (Hidden Valley) 1000.00
Bldg. 3600.00
Mayer, Harold F.
3 ac. (Arthur Wiggin) 2000.00
Maynard, William
Part of Melvin Island 500.00
Mazzocca, Augustus & Lucy, Jr.
Lots 195-198 510' Shore 25-2-195 7100.00
Bldg. (Cow Island) 3000.00
Lots 200-208 855' Shore 25-2-197 10550.00
16Backlots 25-2-196 1500.00
Mazzoni, Nicholas U.
Land 71' Shore (Cow Island) 700.00
Bldgs. 500.00
Lot 153' Shore (Spooner) 25-2-84 1500.00
McCann, Russell
Lot 39 110' Shores 2000.00




Lot 15 100' Shore (Mirror Lake Est.
)
2000.00
Lot 61 Bennett Farm Dev.) 500.00
Lot3 15.6 ac. (Bennett Farm) 1000.00
McCarter, Howard R. (Heirs)
Lot 14 100' Shore 2000.00
House (Mirror Lake Est.) 4000.00
McCarthy, Henry P.
LotC4 (Martin Hill Est.-March) 1000.00
Bldg. 3500.00
Lot 218 ( Hidden Valley) 1000.00
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McChord, Creighton P.
Lot 37 (Mirror Lake Est.) 2400.00
Bldg. 3000.00
McClellan, Paul H.
Lot 281 90' Shore-Lot 282 90' Shore 3600.00
Lots 281A-282A ( Cow Island) 500.00
38-1-281 38-1-282
McClure, Barbara L.
8ac. (John McC lure) 2000.00
McClure, Clark A.





27 ac. (PartWiggin-Acker) 1200.00
Bldg. 5000.00
McCue, Thomas E.





Lot 3 120' Shore (Mirror Lake) 2400.00
Bldg. 3500.00
McDonald, William J.
Lot 7 100' Shore 40-1-7 2000.00
Bldg. (Chase Island) 2500.00
McDowell, Anna L. Benson
Lot 48 152' Shore 25-1-48 3000.00
Lot 49 130' Shore 25-1-49 2600.00
Lot 50 125' Shore 25-1-50 2500.00
10 Camps ( Little Bear Island) 6000.00
McDuffee, Gerald
20 ac. (J. B. Glidden) 1000.00
Saw Mill 200.00
McGlashan, George A.
2 ac. (C.Wilcox) 1000.00
Camp 2500.00
McGregor, Bennett & Mary L. LaPlace
Lot 2 100' Shore 4000.00
Camp (Haverhill Acres) 3000.00
Mclnerney, Mrs. Anne
Trailer T.H. (Sleeper) 1000.00
Mclntire, Delmar, Jr.
40 ac. ( Canney Lot) 29-1-2 1250.00
65 ac. (WingateLot) 1450.00
lOOac. (Ham-CanneyLot) 1700.00





McMartin, Helen & Dr. Frank T. Bell




80 ac. (Strubin) 1000.00
McNamara, Richard D.
Lot 19 lV2 ac. (Rec.Dev.Co.) 1000.00
McNeil, William Lawrence, II





Lot 20 192' Shore 26-1-27 26-1-26 3000.00
Lot 21 143' Shore 26-1-59 26-1-58 1900.00
Bldg. (Whortleberry Island) 2000.00












Lot 3 1.39 ac. (Remnant) 500.00
Lot 2 ( Remnant-Hunter) 1000.00
M-E-D of New Britain, Inc.





Lot 8 100' Shore 2-1-58 4000.00
Bldg. 3000.00





Lot F8( Sunrise Dev.) 1000.00
Mello, Joseph L.
Trailer E No. 21 1200.00
Meloon, Merton S.
1/2 Lot 37 & 38 184' Shore 3000.00
Camp (Little Bear Island) 25-1-37 2000.00
Melvin Sands Realty Trust
1
V
2 ac. 100' Shore 14-3-22 4000.00
Land 1000.00
7 Cottages-2 Util. Bldgs. 14000.00
Merritt, Ellis T.
50 ac. (Bean-Abbott) 1000.00
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Merritt, Robert D.
Land 300' Shore (Ladd-Bowker)
Bldg.
Merrymount Assoc.
15 ac. Backlot (R. Sparks)
Merscher, Dr. Walter




Lot 4-4A 146' Shore
25-2-4 25-2-4A
Lot 5-5A 145' Shore
25-2-5 25-2-5A
Bldg. (Cow Island)




Lot 9A 175' Shore (Meyer)
Lot9C 50' Shore
3.5 ac. Backland (Meyer)
Meyer, Melvin B.
Lot 7 150' Shore 28-1-35
(Carillon Shores)
Middlebrook, William T.





Land 100' Shore (Kiweton)
Camp (Winter Harbor)
Miller, Forrest C.
Lot 69 (Hidden Valley-Dunham)
House
Miller, Herbert E., Jr.
20 ac. (Lillian Bean)
Miller, Margaret M.








































Mills, Roy J. (Heirs)
Lot 7 l 3 4 ac. (Rec.Dev. Co.) 1000.00
Mills, Ruth E.
2 3 Lot 5.60 ac. (Bernard Brown) 2000.00
Bldg. (Beech Pond) 1000.00
Milnes, Richard H. (Heirs)
Lot 4 Vis ac. 100' Shore 11-1-4 2000.00
Camp-Bunkhouse(L.BearIs.) 2000.00
Miner, Mrs. Olga Lindol
Lot 1 ac. 4000.00
Camp 6500.00
Minieri, James F.
Lot 53 ( Hidden Valley-Pease) 1000.00
Bldg. 3500.00
Minkoff, Jack
Lots 260-261 200' Shore 4000.00
Camp (Cow Island) 2000.00
Backlot (Charles Mock) 300.00
38-1-260 38-1-261
Mitchell, D. Davis
Lot 5 (Mt. Shadows) 1000.00
Mitchell, Hugh





Shore (Dan Hole Pond) 2500.00
Camp (Wildwood) 2000.00
Monahan, James B.






Bldg. (Cow Island) 2500.00
25-2-187 25-2-188 25-2-189
Moore, John L.
Lot 3 200' Shore 26-1-44 4000.00
Bldg. (Whortleberry Island) 2500.00




Land 112' Shore ( Oak Hill-Malm
)
2200.00











Lot 229 90' Shore (Cow Island) 37-1-229 2000.00
Morgan, Arthur G.
Lot 5 100' Shore (Chase Island) 2000.00
Bldg. 40-1-5 1500.00
Lot 4 100' Shore 40-1-4 2000.00
Lot 6 100' Shore (Kamarobee) 2000.00
Morgan, John P.
Lot 2 (WildwoodEst.) 2000.00
Camp 2000.00
Morley, Robert R.
40 ac. 1400' Shore 13000.00
(Asa Beecham-Beech Pond)
Moroney, James J.
Lots 1-2 (Williams) 1000.00
Trailer 1200.00
Morrill, R.F.
2 ac. (Martin Hill-Vittum) 1000.00
Morse, Gerald
lV2 ac. (Wiggin) 3000.00
Camp 1500.00
Mozer, Robert E.
Lots 6-7-8-24-25 (Deer Hill Colony) 2500.00
Mulcahy, James M. & Thomas Kirby





Lot 29 110' Shore ( Gallagher) 2000.00
Bldg. 4000.00




Murphy, Charles A. & Guy B. Miller
76ac. (Haley-Hersey) 1000.00
Murphy, James C.
1 ac. ( 20 Mile Bay-Sawyer) 4000.00
Camp 28-3-31 2000.00
Murphy, Walter E.
Lot 62 ( Hidden Valley) 1000.00
Murray, Helena M. & Mary B.
Lot 225' Shore ( Swett) 2000.00
Camp 1500.00












Lot 70' Shore (1/13, Chas. Young) 3500.00
Camp (Winni Shores) 4000.00
Nash, Donald M.
7ac. (G. Berry) 1000.00
Bldg. 3500.00
Nass, Karl W., (Trustee)
1.2 ac. (Hodgdon-Flickinger) 1000.00
House 3000.00
Nathanson, Gerald
Lot 13 100' Shore (Sunrise) 2000.00
Bldg. 4000.00
National Science For Youth Education
Land - Little Ragged Island 15000.00
2 camps & main cottage 7500.00
Neal, James (Heirs)
44 ac. (Great Meadows) 150.00
Neal, John (Heirs)
12 ac. (Great Meadow) 100.00
Neal, Victor
Lot 237S( Hidden Valley) 1000.00
Nehring, Curtis
Lot 7 (Hoover) 2000.00
Neilson, Robert W.




Unit 2 (Long) 2500.00
Nesbit, Nancy V.
Lot 250' Shore 9000.00
Hurlburt Camp 3500.00
Lotl 125' Shore (Durkee) 2000.00
Lot 389' x 570' x 103' 124' Shore 2500.00
Bldg. 3500.00
Newall, George, Jr.
Land 125' Shore (Part Sawyer Pt.) 5000.00
Bldg. (Bradburn) 3000.00
Neuberger, Richard
Lot 160' Shore (Krey-Parker) 6000.00
Bldg. (Winter Harbor) 4000.00
Newgent, Harvey
Lot 105' Shore (Bernard) 4200.00
House 5000.00
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N.H. Baptist Youth Guidance Foundation
179 ac. (J. A. Brackett) 2200.00
300 ac. Lots 35-36-37 1500.00
30 ac. (Deland) 1100.00
10 ac. (Dan.Libby) 200.00
220 ac. (McDuffee)Shorage 13000.00
New Hampshire Electric Coop.
115.54 miles Power Line 150000.00
Rt. 171 Substation & 500.00
Ledge Hill Rd. 500.00
Newland, Stewart H., Jr.
Lot 11 150' Shore 26-1-3 3000.00
Bldg. 2000.00
Lot 12 125' Shore (Bowen-Rich) 26-1-4 1750.00
Nichel, June K.
2V2 ac. 900' Shore (Ruth Johnstone) 5000.00
Camp (Devens Island) 25-1-64 2500.00
Nichols, Walter E., Jr.






Lot 1 100' Shore (Kamarobee) 2000.00




Lot 16 (Avco-M. Ferrell) 1000.00
Trailer 1000.00
Lot 30 170' Shore (Chase Island) 2250.00
Noble, Paul C.
Lot 16' 100' Shore (Mirror Lake Est.) 2000.00
Nolin, Michael P.
1 ac. (Lisa Graham, Beech Pond) 1000.00
Bldg. 2000.00
Nordin, Jeanette
Land (Salem Homes, Inc.-Basin) 4500.00
4 Camps 18000.00
North Bay Corp. Profit Sharing Trust
Lot 4 26.44 ac. (Kling-Pheeney) 7500.00
Novelli, Richard J.












Trailer T.H. No. 5 1000.00
Onthank, Beatrice L.
V2 ac. 75' Shore (Theo Whitten) 3000.00
Camp ( Chase Point) 2500.00
Onufrak, Michael, Jr.
Lot 6 145' Shore (Purinton) 5800.00
Bldg. 4500.00
Opachinsky, Seymour
Part Haley Pasture (Johnson) 250.00
5 ac. Straw Lot (Welch) 250.00
70 ac. (Wesley Canney) 1500.00
Bldg. 4000.00
3 ac. (Hunt Field) 500.00
O'Reilly, Patrick M.
Lot 23 100' Shore (Wildwood Est.) 2000.00
Bldg. 2000.00
Osborne, Thomas
Trailer T.H. No. 6 700.00
Osgood, Mrs. John S.
100' Shore (Haverhill Acres) 4000.00
Marena Camp 3000.00
Osgood, Stanley W.
62' Shore (Osgood-Hunter) 14-3-40 2400.00
Camp 2000.00
O'Shauwnnessy, Richard E.





3 Lots 30 ac. (Bickford) 3000.00
Trailers 3 3600.00
Osmond, Robert W.
Lot 1 (Pineneedle Cove-Alan Jones) 1200.00
Bldg. (Sawyers Point) 28-3-7 4500.00
V4 int. beach Acre & Parking and Right of Way 28-3-11 800.00
O'Sullivan, Charles
8 ac. (H. Abbott-N. Gordon) 1000.00
O'Toole, Lawrence
Lot (Margaret Smith) 1000.00
Camp 2500.00





2 Lots 240' Shore (Cow Is.-Willey)
Lot 117-118-119 (Willey) 25-2-120, 25-2-121, 25-2-122 4500.00
Camp 2500.00
Paddleford, John B.
Lots 113-114-115 350' Shore (Cow Island) 25-2-119 4500.00
Camp 2500.00
Page, Louise









Lots 4A-5A ( Martin Hill Est.
)
1000.00
Paine, Dr. Jonathan T.
10 ac. (John MacNeal-Ames-Turner) 1000.00
Bldg. 4000.00
1 ac. (Harry Strawfield) 200.00
19 ac. (Eaton Field) 500.00
Palmer, Robert C.
Lot 220 100' Shore 37-1-220 2000.00
Lot221 311' Shore (Cow Island) 3000.00
Papale, Frank A., Jr.
Lot 9 (SenterCove) 1200.00
Bldg. 4000.00
Parsons, Frederic W.
Lot 236 103' Shore, (Cow Island) 38-1-236 2000.00
Patch, R.
54 ac. (J. I. Edgerly, Jr.) 2000.00
Patch, Robert T.




V4 int. Land 100' Shore, 27-1-6 4000.00
Bldg. 2500.00
Patterson, Robert F.
Lot 179 125' Shore (Ronci) 2500.00










Unit 5 (Long) 2500.00
Pearson, Paul D.
Lot 235 (Hidden Valley) 1000.00
Peart, Thomas B.
Trailer E No. 4 1000.00
Peaslee, Ralph & Elizabeth
95 ac. (Part Frank Doe-Andrew Doe) 1500.00
Pennelli, Arthur P.
Lot 3 310' Shore (Kling-Pheeney) 8200.00
Bldg. 2-1-12 9000.00
Perkins, Forrest L. & Natalie A. Hall
LotC8 (Martin Hill Est.-March) 1000.00
Perkins, Loring
Trailer L (Hayden) 1500.00
Perreault, Lloyd P.
Trailer E No. 41 1200.00
The Personnel Laboratory, Inc.
1 ac. 100' Shore (Winter Harbor-Ulrich) 4000.00
Camp 6000.00












100 ac. Wood Lot (G. Grant Field-Banfield-F. Moulton) 1000.00
Peterson, Neale L.






Unit 2 (Gerrish House-Wawbeek) 5000.00
Peterson, Walter F.
Lot 19 100' Shore (Osberg) and
Lot 20 100' Shore (Stark) 4000.00
Camp (Dan Hole Pond) 2000.00
Petro-Roy, Frank J.





150 ac. (Drew) 500.00
145 ac. (G.K.Howard) 500.00
100
Pheeney, Herbert S. Enterprises
Lot 12 Backland ( Hurlburt) 1000.00













Lot 274' Shore 9500.00
Docks-Gas Pumps-Shelter-Store-Bldg. 8000.00
Pineo, Leon, Jr.
Trailer L (Dowling) 500.00
Pineo, Milton A., (Heirs)
Land 120' Shore (Stevens) 2400.00
Camp (Mirror Lake) 2000.00
Piper, Benjamin Y.
60' Shore (Don Stanley) 2400.00
Cottage 3500.00
Piper, Stanley W.
3 ac. (Everett Piper) 1000.00
Bldg. 3500.00
Pitcairn, Alexander B., Jr.
Lot 232 100' Shore (Belineau) 2000.00
Bldg. (Cow Island) 37-1-232 1000.00
Pliner, Robert W.
Lot 20 82' Shore (Hidden Valley) 1700.00
Bldg. 4500.00
Plummer, George K., Sr., (Heirs)
Lot 283 100' Shore 38-1-283 2000.00
Camp (Cow Island) 500.00
Podsen, Kenneth R.
17.1 ac. (Fay Lot) 1000.00
Polhamus, Lloyd V.
Lot 240 80' Shore 38-1-240 1600.00
Trailer (Cow Island) 600.00
Polito, Philip
Trailer L 600.00




Lot 150' Shore 25-2-123 3000.00
House (Cow Island) 2000.00
Poore, Leon M., (Heirs)
1V2 ac. Lot 3 100' Shore 4000.00
Camp (Haverhill Acres) 4000.00
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Pope, Nicholas
Lot 50' Shore (Young) 2000.00
Camp 2500.00
Porter, David
Trailer T. H. No. 7 800.00
Porter, Michael
Trailer L No. 69 400.00
Posson, Donald G.
1.32 ac. (C. Abbott) 108' Shore (McGuire) 4300.00
Camp 4000.00
Potenza, Edward
Lot (Melvin Gardens-Franco) 1800.00
Bldg. 2000.00
Pratt, Ralph
Lot 233 (Cow Island) 37-1-233 2200.00
Preble, Paul
Lot 7 100' Shore 26-1-40 2000.00
(Whortleberry Island)
Probst, Joseph
Lot 37 100' Shore (Ronci) 38-1-37 2000.00
Bldg. (Cow Island) 1500.00
Proctor, Robert A. & Mary
46 ac. (George Young) 2000.00
Bldg. 3000.00
55 ac. (John Ayers Pasture) 400.00
51 ac. (PartB. M. Brown) 400.00
31 ac. (BlaisdellLot) 200.00
Psota, Paul
LotF 10 (Hidden Valley) 1000.00
Public Service Co. of N.H.
12 Miles Line-2 Sub-Stations 45000.00
0/4 Eldridge-Bisbee)
Pyne, Girard W.
Lot 2 (Hurlburt-Phenney) 1800.00
Bldg. 3500.00
Quimby, Lawton
Lot 35 280' Shore 25-1-35 4800.00
Camp (Little Bear Island) 2000.00
Quinlan, John, Jr.
2ac. 300'xl09' (Remnant Field-Hunter) 1000.00
Bldg. 1000.00
Quinn, James J.
Lot (Reynolds-Fred Clark) 1000.00
Cottage 1000.00
Trailer C 500.00
Ransom, Sarah B. Estate
65 ac. (FryeLot) 1000.00
R.S.R. Realty Co., Inc.
200' Shore 2-1-44 8000.00
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Lots 2-3-4-5-7-13-14-15-16-17-23-25-27-28-30 (A. Kling) 18000.00
Rautenberg, Ralph
Land 260' Shore 25-2-77 4600.00
Bldg. 2000.00
Backlot (Cow Island) 800.00
Ray, David T.
Lot 88 125' Shore (Meyer-Boycroft) 5000.00
Bldg. 4500.00
Parcel 1 & 2 75' Shore (Meyer) 3000.00
Lot 6 3Vfeac. (Meyer) 500.00
Read, Emerson G.




Lot 211 (Hidden Valley) 1000.00
Bldg. 3600.00
Reardon, Michael E., Jr.
Lot 38 85' Shore (Hidden Valley) 1700.00
Bldg. 4000.00
Lot 40 (Sunrise-Kaplan) 1000.00
Bldg. 3800.00
Reed, Robert A.
30 ac. (John Ford Lot-Springer) 1200.00
Bldg. 1500.00
Reiner, Kathryn
108 ac. Lot 1621 West (N.E. Lumber) 1500.00
Renna, Adele
lac. (Glenn Hodgdon) 1000.00
Rentel, Theodore
LotF4 (Sunrise Dev.) 1000.00
Bldg. 3800.00




Land 200' Shore (Rockway-Miller) 8000.00
Camp 2500.00
Reynolds, Robert C, III
Lot3 2ac. (Mclntire) 1000.00
Bldg. 1500.00
Ribbel, Mrs. Gladys J. & Jack T. Munsey
Lot 1 88' Shore (Candage) 2-1-65 3500.00
Camp 2000.00
Rice, Leonard






25 ac. Wood Lot (Haley) 750.00
Ridge, Robert L.
Lot 21 98' Shore 2000.00
Camp (Mirror Lake Est.) 3000.00
Lot 22 108' Shore 2000.00
Lot 38 115' Shore 2300.00
Lot 24 120' Shore 2400.00
Camp 3000.00
Lots 54 & 55 (Backland) 500.00
Rieck, Norman
Lot 11 ( Wildwood Est.) 2000.00
Bldg. (Dan Hole Pond) 2500.00
Riester, Walter H. (Trustee)
Lot 9 216' Shore (Brendel) 8000.00
Bldg.-Boathouse 7000.00
Riester, Walter H.
Lot 8 (Brendel) 5600.00
Bldg. 6400.00
Ringer, Allison C.
Lot 210' Shore (Beech Pond-Brown) 4000.00
Ringer, Warren H.
Lot 14 154' Shore 25-1-14 3000.00
Bldg. (Little Bear Island) 2000.00
Riordan, Edward F.
Lot 19 90' Shore 26-1-28 1800.00
Bldg. (Whortleberry Island) 2200.00
Lot 132' Shore 26-1-29 2600.00
Ripley, Clarence
Trailer E No. 99 1200.00
Rizzo, John F.
Lot 55 (H.V. Dev. Corp.) 1000.00
Bldg. 3500.00
Robbins, Lyman
Land 200' Shore (Cow Island) 38-1-69 4000.00
Camp 2000.00
Roberts, Clive M. (Heirs)
Lot 100' Shore (Basin-Humphrey) 3000.00
Robertson, Ralph
Lot 222' Shore (Narrows) 8000.00
Camp 3000.00
Robidoux, Arthur
Trailer E No. 37 1200.00
Robie, Richard S., Jr.
700 ac. (T.G. Plant)
Lots 68-69- 1/2 of 70-71-73-74-75 2000.00
Rock, Harvey W.
Trailer E No. 29 1200.00
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Roden, Robert L.
Lot 238 (Hidden Valley) 1000.00
Bldg. 3500.00
Rodenmaacher, Frederick (Heirs)
Lots 168-169-170 250' Shore
(Cow Island) 25-2-169 4500.00
Rodgers, Traylor
Lot ( Glenn Hodgdon) 1000.00
House 3000.00
Rogers, Charles W., Jr.
Lot 11 100' Shore (Remick) 4000.00
Camp 2-1-55 3000.00
Rogers, J.A.
Land 479' Shore ( Chase) 25-1-28 6750.00
Camp (Little Bear Island)
Lot 100' Shore 25-1-30 1000.00
Rogers, James
Lot 26 (B.Williams, Bennett Rd.) 1000.00
Lot 25 (B. Williams-A. Triolo) 500.00
Camp 2500.00
Rogers, Richard H.
Lot 4 2.38 ac. (Peter DeJager) 1000.00
Rogers, William F., Jr.
Lot 171A 80' Shore 25-2-171A 800.00
Lot 171B 50' Shore 25-2-171B 1000.00
Lot 171C 50' Shore 25-2-171C 1000.00
Lotl7lD 100' Shore 25-2-171D 2000.00
(Cow Island)
Rollins, Arthur E.
5.2 ac. (Mclntire) 1000.00
Trailer 800.00
Rollins, Howard A., Jr.
Land 145' Shore (H.A. Rollins) 6000.00
Bldg. 6000.00
Rollins, Richard A.
117' Shore (Rollins) 5000.00
Camp-Garage 6000.00
Ronci, Robert
2 ac. (Pleasant Island) 6000.00
Bldg. 4000.00
Roof, Wade Clark
1/13 int. Lot 11 (M. Brooks) 1800.00
Bldg. (Winnishores) 3500.00
Rosen, Edwin J.
Lot 8W 100' Shore ( George Parker) 2000.00
Bldg. (Sunrise) 3500.00
Ross, John B.










2 7 8 ac. 172' Shore 6800.00
Camp 2500.00
Rowley, Jean S.
Lots 67-68 100' Shore (Devine) 2000.00
Bldg. (Cow Island) 38-1-66 3000.00
Ruckstuhl, Robert W.
Land 103' Shore (Durkee-Eckblom-Der Avedisian) 4000.00
Bldg. 4000.00
Russell, Janet S.





Lots 263-264 38-1-263 3000.00
Lot 265 38-1-263 252' Shore 1500.00
Camps 2500.00
Samuelson, George L., Jr.
Lot 4 (Mill Pond Meadows-Thomas) 500.00
Lot 8 (Mill Pond Meadows-Thomas) 500.00




Lot 40 270' Shore (Bessom) 4000.00
(Little Bear Island) 25-1-40
Sanderson, Harold
Lot 53 300' Shore 11-1-65 5000.00
3 Camps (Little Bear Island) 2000.00
Sands, David










Trailer T.H. No. 23 900.00
Sarkady, Antal A.
Lot27A (Abbott-Rec. Dev. Co.) 1200.00
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Sarles, H. Jay
Lots 6-7-8-11 & Other Acreage and





Lot 13 100' Shore (Basin Dev.) 3000.00
Bldg. 2000.00
Saunders Bros.
700 ac. Lots 53-55-57-58-62-65 (New England - Marble) 1500.00
Lot 60 (Marble) 200.00









1 ac. ( W. R. Stickle-R. Horn) 1000.00
Meader Cottage 3000.00
Scheirer, Mrs. Walter B.
Land 200' Shore (Whitten-Argersinger) 8000.00
Camp-Guest House - Garage 5000.00
Schlosberg, Eleanor C.
y2 ac. - Right of Way 4000.00
Bldg. (Willand Island) 2000.00
Loon Island 500.00
Schofield, Susannah
Land (H. White, Wawbeek) 3000.00
Camp 13-1-7 2500.00
Schoonmaker, Weld
lac. 119' Shore (Blount) 4600.00
Camp 21-1-4 4000.00
Schuur, Robert G.
Lot 6 100' Shore (Hersey) 4000.00
Camp 28-1-11 4000.00
Schwenderman, Beatrice
Lot 18 125' Shore 26-1-30 (Whortleberry Island) 2500.00
Scott, C. Walter & Edith









Lot 6 400' Shore (Lawrence Baker)
(Whortleberry Island) 26-1-41 6000.00
Seibert, Larry
Lot 240' Shore (HurlburtFarm) 8600.00
Camp 4000.00
Severance, Donald P.
Lot 26 296' Shore 25-1-26 5000.00
Camp 2000.00
Sewall, Bernard J.
10 ac. (Lillian Bean-Miller PI.) 1000.00
House 1250.00
Shabeck, John C. L., Jr.
LotS (Bennett Farm) 1000.00
Shapiro, Alberta K.
Lot 58 ( Hidden Valley) 1000.00
Bldg. 4000.00
Shapiro. Edward
Lot 59 (Hidden Valley-Sunrise) 1000.00
Shaul, Laura
3
4 ac. Helen Island (Norman Cohen) 4000.00
Camp 2000.00
Shaw, Roberta G.
Lot 25 (Mirror Lake Est.) 2000.00
Bldg. 3000.00
Lot 51 (Gilbert) 500.00
Shea, Kathleen T.
Lot 51 (Beech Pond) 1000.00
Bldg. 4000.00
Shea, Walter D.
Trailer E No. 37 1300.00
Shehyn, Rodney S.
Lot 228 90' Shore 37-1-228 (Cow Island) 1800.00
Shepard, Frederick
Trailer E No. 6 (E. Mores) 1100.00
Sherman, Isadore L.
Land 100' Shore (Thurrill, Wawbeek) 4000.00
Camp 28-1-7 2500.00
Shuka, Mrs. Pauline V.
Lot 4 90' Shore 100' X 100' 1800.00
Backland (Little Bear Island) 200.00
11-1-58 11-1-59
Silen, William
Lot 57 ( Hidden Valley) 1000.00
Bldg. 4000.00
Silver, Alan R.









Lot 68 ( Hidden Valley) 1000.00
Sirrine, Ralph B.
1/2 int. 125' Shore (Battersby-Chase) 1825.00
Bldg. (On Basin) 1250.00
Skinner, John J.
Lot 3 (Williams) 1000.00
Skinner, Richard F.
1/2 int. Lots 90-93 100' Shore (Cow Island) 25-2-79 1000.00
Skinner, Thomas P.
Lot 12 100' Shore 38-1-12 2000.00
Camp (Cow Island) 250.00
Sleeper, Donald





Lot 135' Shore (Wawbeek) 5400.00
Camp 13-1-2 2500.00
Smith, Alexander
V2 int. 100' Shore (Eva Paige) 4000.00
Bldg. 2500.00
Smith, David M.
Lot 17 (Bedley-Hidden Valley) 2000.00
House 4500.00
Smith, Fred B.
Lot 2 (Mirror Lake) 2000.00
Bldg. 2000.00
Smith, Jessie, (Heirs)
Lot 1450' Shore 27-1-7 22250.00
Camp 3500.00
Lot 100' Shore (Paige) 27-1-6 4000.00
9 ac. Lot ( Fred Morrill) 500.00
House 4000.00
20 ac. Lot (Edgerly) 2000.00
Smith, Mark H.
Lot 12 2.01 ac. (R. Auger) 1000.00
Smith, Richard W.
IV2 ac. 100' Shore (Haverhill Acres) 4000.00
House-Garage-Bunkhouse 3000.00
Smith, Robert C. & William D. Frazer
10 ac. (Bennett Farm-Robie) 1000.00
70 ac. (Bennett Farm-Robie) 1500.00
Smith, Robert C.
Lot 150' Shore (Whitten-Detscher) 6000.00











Trailer T. H. No. 16 1000.00
Smith, Sidney B.
44 ac. (H. W.Swett) 1600.00
20 ac. 700' Shore (E. S. Poore) 18000.00
Bldg. 5000.00
8 ac. (Mabel Humphrey) 400.00
Smith, Virginia Lee
Lot 7 150' Shore 25-1-7 3000.00
Lot 6 150' Shore 25-1-6 3000.00
Camp ( Little Bear Island
)
2000.00
Lot 5 160' Shore 11-1-5 3200.00
lV2 ac.Backland 100.00
Snider, Dr. Gordon L.
Lot 15 85' Shore ( Melgren) 1700.00
Bldg. (Hidden Valley) 4500.00
Part of Lot 77 100' Shore 1200.00
Sokolov, Marion L.
Lot (M. Hodges, Beech Pond) 2000.00
Bldg. 1500.00
Solito, Richard A.
Lot 231 (Sunrise Dev.) 1000.00
Sommers, Emily
Lot 100' Shore (Kimball) 2500.00
Camp 2000.00
Lot(Hodgdon) 150.00
Lot (F. Kimball-on Mirror Lake) 1500.00
Sosnowski, John
Lot 280 100' Shore (Cow Island) 38-1-280 2000.00
Spaulding, Leland F., Jr. (Etal.)
Lot 2 100' Shore 2-1-64 4000.00
Bldg. 2000.00
Speth, George W.
12 ac. (Woodworth-Woolsey) 1000.00
Bldg. 2500.00
Sredl, Henry J.
273 ac. ( Walter-Weeks-Freese) 3000.00
Stack, Arthur E., Sr.
Tract 1 Land 250' Shore 9000.00
Bldg. 3500.00
Stacy, William A.
Lot 165 100' Shore 25-2-165 2000.00
Camp (Cow Island) 2000.00
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Staffier, Anthony R.
Land 100' Shore (Harris-Paul Spates-Dore) 4000.00
Bldg. 3500.00
Stagg, Eleanor







Lot 14 100' Shore 2000.00
Camp (Dan Hole Pond) 2000.00
Starbard, Roger A.
Trailer E No. 40 1200.00
Starble, Pasquale E.
Lot 10 (Mixer) 1 / 13 Shore 1800.00
Camp (Winni Shores) 2500.00
Steele, Charles V.
Lot 75' Shore (Harris-Smith-Parker) 3000.00
Camp 2500.00
Steeves, Frederick E.
Lots 141-142 100' Shore 25-2-141 1500.00
Camp (Cow Island) 2500.00
Steeves, Frederick J.
Lot 7 115' Rock Shore 25-2-7 and
Lot 7A (Cow Island-Ronci) 25-2-7A 800.00
Bldg. 700.00
Stehling, Alice M.
Lot 5V2 ac. (W. W. Thomas) 1000.00
Camp 1000.00
Steinman, Theodore I.
Lot 1 190' Shore (A. Myer) 2000.00
Lot 2 85' Shore 1700.00
Lot 3 85' Shore 1700.00
Bldg. (Hidden Valley) 4500.00
Stephenson, Kendall G. & T. E. Robb
Land 15 ac. (Rich) 1000.00
Camp 3500.00
Stevenson, Barbara
V4 ac. Lot (E. Gilman) 500.00
Stewart, James W.
Lot 39 & V2 of 38 100' Shore 2000.00
Bldg. (L. Bear Is.) 25-1-39 1500.00
Stewart, Richard L.
3/4 ac. Lot 100' Shore 14-4-3 6000.00
Camp (Merrymount) 4000.00
Stitt, William G.






Lot 100' Shore 38-1-65 2000.00
Back Lot 38-1-64 400.00
Camp (Cow Island) 2000.00
Stone, Paul H., Jr.
Land 500.00
Unit 4 (Gerrish House-Wawbeek) 5000.00
Strachan, Kenneth J.
Lot 48 250' Shore 38-1-48 2700.00
Straight, Arthur L., Jr.





lac. ( George Hodgdon-Canney) 1000.00
Strigliabotti, Elizabeth
46 ac. (Welch Lot) 2000.00
Stringos, George




Lot 6 100' Shore (Walker) 2000.00
Lot C Backland (Oak Hill, Mixer-Patt) 300.00
Camp 4000.00
Sullivan, Daniel F.





Lot 9 200' Shore 4000.00
Bldg. (Whortleberry Island) 2500.00
Sullivan, Frances P. & Ann Marie
Trailer L 800.00
Sullivan, Jeremiah J.
Lot 100' Shore (Willey) 25-2-78 2000.00









40 ac. (Home PI.) 2000.00
Bldg. 2000.00
Swain, Frank H.
Lot 18 (Mill Pond Meadows) 14-2-43 1000.00
Bldg. 2000.00




Land ( Rich-Part Pinkham Farm) 2000.00
Bldg. 4000.00
Sweetnam, Dr. George




Old Fire Station (Melvin) 1500.00
Tapper, Albert M.
Lot 37 85' Shore 1800.00
Bldg. (Hidden Valley) 4500.00
Tarbell, Kenneth A.
Lots 6-7-8 425' Shore (Rich) 6000.00
Bldg. (Whortleberry Island) 3000.00
Tatara, Walter T.
Lot 12 & Part of 13 364' Shore 5640.00
Bldg. (Whortleberry Is.) 26-1-35 2000.00
Taylor, Dwight D.





51 ac. (Part of Bassett Farm) 1000.00
Tedoldi, William J.
Land (Thompson Is.) 37-1-235A 2000.00
Camp 2500.00
Lot 235 100' Shore 37-1-235 (Cow Island) 2000.00
Teichmann, F.J.
Land 150' Shore (Hersey) 28-1-9 6000.00
Bldg. 2000.00
Tempone, Leonard
V4 of Lot Al 500.00
Lot A (Brookfield Realty) 1000.00
terWeele, Alexander H.
60 ac. (Roberts Lot-Retsof Trust) 500.00
Theriault, Carroll E.
Land 338' Shore 38-1-73 5380.00
Bldg. (Cow Island) 3000.00
3 ac. Backland 38-1-72 1000.00
Thibodeau, Ronald H.
Lot 218 108' Shore 37-1-218 2000.00









Lots 310' Shore (Blount-Eastwood)
Camp 14-4-14
Thompson, Charles F.
Trailer L (Julian V. Lyon)
Thompson, D. Eric
Lot 78 (Hidden Valley)
Bldg.
Thompson, Hilda M.
Lot 59 100' Shore 38-1-59 -
Lots 515 & 516B
Thompson, Robert S.
Lot 60 100' Shore 38-1-60
Bldg. (Cow Island)











Lot 200' Shore (Beech Pond)
Camp
2ac. Backland (Behind Deimezis)
Titus, Joyce
Trailer N.C.V.
Todesco, Carol C. Scheck
Vsac. (JohnStackpole)
Bldg.
Toland, Patrick J. (Heirs)
2 Lots (CO. Dore-Winter Harbor Way)
TorreGrossa, Joseph A.
Land 135' Shore (Russell-Flye)
Bldg. (Mirror Lake)
Tomb, Hugh M. & John M. Trustee
Land 800' Shore (E.R. Whitten-Drowne)
Camp
Toms, Douglas S.
Lot 222 (Cow Island) 37-1-222
Top of The Bear, Inc.








































Trailer L ( Carl Swanson) 1200.00
Trager, Carole
Lot 62-BK Sunrise Dev.) 1000.00
Travis, George E., Jr.
Lot 185 100' Shore 25-2-185 2000.00
Lot 186 100' Shore 25-2-186 2000.00
Camp 2000.00
True, Richard W.
Land 100' Shore 2000.00
Camp 1500.00
Tufts, Kenneth C.
Lot 17 100' Shore 27-2-17 2000.00




Tufts, Oliver A., Jr.
Part Lot 110-111-112 165' Shore 3200.00
Camp 25-2-117 1500.00
Lot 113 61' Shore 25-2-118 1200.00
Tyler, Ida M.
Lot 7 88' Shore ( Beech Pond) 1800.00
Bldg. (Hidden Valley) 3200.00
Ulrich, Diane F.
Lot 12 & Part Lot 13-1/13 Shore 1800.00
Camp (Winni Shore) 3500.00
Ulrich, Mrs. Harold
Land 100' Shore (H. Ulrich) 500.00
(Winter Harbor Way)
University of New Hampshire
33 ac. 1 / 3 Part Lot 56 (F. Lord) 500.00
Ussher, Walter L.
1 ac. Land ( Woodward-Ussher) 1000.00
Camp 2500.00
Vanderwolk, Walter W., Jr.
1 ac. (Amy Kling-Wm. Hayes) 1000.00
House 8000.00
Vangel, James J.
Lot B 475' Shore (Dore-W. Russo) 10000.00
Bldg. 6000.00
VanWagner, Audrey J.
Land 200' Shore ( Sandy Shores ) 14-3-44 8000.00
Home-Cottage-3 Cabins-Garage 7000.00
Varg, Bert
Trailer No. 25 (Frankel) 300.00
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Von Brockdorff, Hans
Lot 8 150' Shore 26-1-39 3000.00
Bldg. (Whortleberry Island) 1500.00
Von Kleydorff, Caroline
Camp (Cow Island) 3300.00
Vose, Ernest D.
V4 ac. Lot 500' Shore (Parsons) 7000.00
Camp (Bear Island) 25-1-63 1500.00
Voutas, Sophie
1V2 ac. (Abbott-Rec. Dev. Co.) 1000.00
Vrablik, Miriam N.
Lot 100' Shore 4000.00
Bldg. 4000.00
50' Shore (Ulrich) 2000.00
Wadsworth, Clarence R., Custodian
Lot 259 146' Shore (Cow Island) 3000.00
Bldg. 38-1-259 1500.00
Waite, Kenneth H.
Lots 12-13 200' Shore (A. Dow) 4000.00
Bldg. (Dan Hole Pond) 2000.00
Waldie, Millicent G.
Lot 112' Shore (George-Merrymount) 4400.00
Camp 14-4-11 3500.00
Waeldner, James R.









Lot 1000' Shore (Dolloff
)
1000.00












Lot 22 160' Shore 25-1-22 3200.00
Lot 23 150' Shore 25-1-23 3000.00
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Lot 24 160' Shore 25-1-24







Lot 100' Shore (Woodley-Woodward)
Camp




Lot 42 (Sunrise Dev.)
Weir, William C, Jr.
Lot 63 (Hidden Valley)
Bldg.
Lot 56
Welch, Helen 0. & Miss Agnes LeMay
Lot 6 157' Shore
Camp (Mirror Lake Est.)
Weldberry, Daniel P.
Lot 4 1/13 Shore (Mixer)
Cottage (Winni Shores)
Wells, C. E. & Sophie C.
2V2 ac. (Gould Lot)
Wells, Lloyd A.












Lot 210 (Hidden Valley)
Bldg.
White, Doris M. (Heirs)
Land 85' Shore (M. Jones-Jonesport)
Camp
White, Edna C.



































Trailer E No. 42




2 ac. Mildred Reed Lot 1000.00
Bldg. 2000.00
Whiteside, Frank
Trailer E No. 22 1100.00
Lots 56-57 (M. L. Est.) Backlots 1800.00
Whitman, G. Philip
^ac. 120' Shore (W.W.Thomas) 5000.00
Camp 3500.00
Whittum, Ronald M.
Lots 43-44 200'Shore 38-1-43 4000.00
(Cow Island)
Whortleberry Island Conservation Corp.
Island Center 21-1-53 1500.00
Wiggin, Milton
l
/4 ac. (H. Wiggin) 500.00
Camp 2500.00
Wilen, Bruce





Small Lot ( Iva Willard) 500.00
Willey, Bruce & Floyd
Lot 305' Shore 25-2-116 3000.00
Lot 200' Shore 25-2-85 3000.00
Camp 1800.00
Lot 60' Shore 600.00
Williams, Henry F.
Lot 159 90' Shore 25-2-159 1800.00
Camp ( Ronci-Cow Island) 2000.00
Lot 160A 45' Shore 900.00
Backlot 25-2-159A 200.00
Williams, John A.
Lot 31 182' Shore ( Mirror Lake Est.
)
3600.00
Lot 32 145' Shore 2800.00
House-Guest House 3500.00
i
2 int. Lots 42-43-44-45 (Fred Bauer) 800.00
Williams, Ward B.
15 ac. Sand Pit (W. B. Williams) 1000.00
Williamson, Maurice
Trailer L. (Barter) 1200.00
Willis, Charles E., Insurance Agency
Lots 14-15-17-% of 16 2* 2 ac. 2500.00













Lot 16 125' Shore 26-1-31
Bldg. (Whortleberry Island)




Winchester, Maria L., (Heirs)
23 ac. 3800' Shore 40-2-1
Bldg. (Farm Island)
Wingate, Mrs. Ruth
7 ac. 700' Shore (C. H. Young)
Bldg. (Turner PI.)
Winship, William C.
Lot 145' Shore (Edgerly) 27-1-1
Camp
Winter Harbor Way Trust
50 ac.
Wirt Inc. of Mass.
Lot 11 Hayford
Lots 17 & 20 Deer Hill
Witham, Cedric N.
Lots 134-135 150' Shore 25-2-134






Lot 14 & V2 13 225' shore Rich, 26-1-34
Lot 15 174' Shore 26-1-33
Camp
Woolsey, Robert M.
9 ac. (John Haley Lot)
Woytaszek, Mrs. Henry
Lot2(WigginShore)
Camp (Hide Away Shores)
Wright, David M.




































Trailer E No. 8 1200.00
Wuehrman, Dr. Arthur H.















Lot 95' Shore (Roger F. Smith) 2000.00
Bldgs. 6000.00
Lot 100' Shore 2000.00
Zebny, David
Trailer E No. 32 1200.00
Zedalis, Adolph J., Ill
Lot 3 (Hide Away Shores) 1000.00
Zietler, Sidney





18 ac. (McKeen-McIntire-Rundlett) 1500.00
2 ac. (Part McKeen-Elliot Anderson) 1000.00
Zimmerman, Nathan H.
Lot 275 100' Shore 38-1-275 (Cow Island) 2000.00
Zine, Paul A.




frailer E No. 13 1100.00
Zollo, Robert W.




Town of Tuftonboro Total
Name and Description Valuation
Abbott, Charles W. Jr.
3 '
4 ac. 231' Shore 8600.00
camp 2000.00
Lot 270' Shore 4700.00
Vet.
Adams, Dorothy E.
6 ac. (Wrye) 1000.00
Bldg. 6000.00
Lots (Bennett Farm Dev.) 1600.00
Vet.
Adjutant, Blanche (Heirs)
4V2 ac. home place land 1000.00
Bldg. 3000.00
Adjutant, Eliza (Heirs)
30 ac. Alonzo Piper 300.00
Adjutant, Mary
10 ac. (Gould Lot R. Adjutant) 3000.00
322 ac. (French R. Adjutant) 1000.00
Adjutant, Raymond M.




15 ac. (Tony Devork) 1000.00
Bldg. 2000.00






Bldg. (Mirror Lake School House) 4500.00
Allen, Howard S.
Lot (E.B. Edgerly) 150' shore 6000.00
Camp 3500.00
Hardie Lot 28-3-21 1000.00
Allen, Joseph H. & Hila




Lot 39 Sunrise 1000.00






6 ac. (G. Todd) 1000.00
Bldg. 4000.00
Antonucci, William




Lot (Morse Gould) 800.00
House 2000.00
Lot 2 ac. (L. Johnson) 1000.00
Auger, Richard C.





10 ac. Sandy Knoll 1000.00
Bldg. 3000.00
Bain, Fred W.
1 ac. Land (Fannie Willard) 1000.00
Bldg. 3000.00
Baker, Dolores
Lot 6 (Prospect Hill C. Hansen) 2000.00
Bldg. 10000.00
Baker, George
Lot 3 60' shore (Stanley - Humphrey & Piper) 2400.00
Cottage 3500.00
Ballard, Ruth M.
7 ac. Land 1500.00
Bldg. (Dr. Adams-Gendro Place) 4500.00
Bardh, Carl G.
2.58 ac. (Hardie Place) 1000.00
Bldg. 4000.00







70 ac. Land 3500.00
Bldg. (Geo. Hodgdon Place) 6000.00
Batchelder, Dr. R. M.
150' shore, Mirror Lake 3000.00
Motel 7000.00
Battersby, Cowan W. (Heirs)















2ac. Land (R. Auger)
Bean, Edward A.
50 ac. Land Sodom Rd.
Bldg.
Bean, Frank J. Sr.
Lot
House







Bean, Milton L. H.
195 ac. Dudley Lot
30 ac. WigginLot
2V4 ac.
Home Place (Echo Farm)
Beckett, Byron O.
337' Shore (Cross, Winn.)
Land
Home & 11 Cottages (Museum Lodges)
283' Shore (Mirror Lake)
Vet.








Bldg. ( Albert Swett)








































Lot 105 Swamp (Willey)
Lot 106 125' Shore













Lot C-l Martin Hill
Bldg.




2 ac. Land 425' Shore Winn.
Bldg. (Winter Harbor Lodges)
Vet.
Bigelow, Joseph P.
Lot 4 (Mirror Lake Estates)
Camp
Bing, Herbert A.
36 ac. (InaM. Ayers)
Bldg.
Bisbee, Arthur H.
Trailer ( Canaan Rd.-Bisbee Land)
Bisbee, Clyde
18 ac. 2 Lots (F. Staples)
3ac. Land
Bldg. (Deed by Maude Bisbee)
Vet.
Bishop, Walter
Land 60' Shore (Winter Harbor Area)












































Lot 13 (Mill Pond Meadows) 1000.00
New Bldg. (Thomas) 4000.00
Bolton, John P.
Land (Rte. 171) 1000.00
Bldg. (Panno) 3000.00
Boschen, Walter C.
Lots 8-8A-9 300' Shore (Ken Bell) 10000.00






5 1 / 3 ac. 230' Shore 14-3-5 8600.00
Bldg. 9000.00
1V2 ac. 47' Shore (Atkins) 14-3-6 900.00
Vet.
Brodeur, Gerard W.
1 1 / 3 ac. 1000.00
Small Camp (Wingate-Mclntire) 600.00
Brown, Earl R.
Lot A2 1000.00
Bldg. (Martin Hill Est.) 10000.00
(Helen March)
Vet.
Brown, Col. & Mrs. Ralph E.
LotsA6&A7 1000.00
Lot B4 1000.00
Bldg. ( Martin Hill Est. , Helen March) 9000.00






Bldg. (Schoolhouse, Davis-Benzaquin-Stormont) 4500.00
Brown, Timothy E.
260 ac. (McDuffee) 3000.00
Bldg. 500.00
Bruhm, Donald C.
V4 ac. 100' Shore 28-1-41 4000.00
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Bldg. (20 Mile Bay-Gale)
Vet.








1964 Trailer 55' x 10'
Vet.
Bushman, Olivia
3 ac. Land (Rose Merritt-Stillings)
Bldg.
Bushman, Robert C. Sr.
1 ac. Land
Bldg. (Horner PI.)
6ac. part A. Doe
Vet.
Bussiere, Ralph
Lot 1 P. McGorty
Bldg.
Buttrick, Robert E.
lac. 209' Ledge Hill Rd.





1 ac. 100' Shore (Beech Pond)















Lot 100'xl50' Lamprey Hill - Dow



































Lot 18 ( Henry Tupeck) 1000.00
Bldg. 3500.00
Case, Deborah J.
Land 2 ac. (Delbert Haley) 1000.00
Bldg. 4000.00
Cellarius, Kenneth E.
2 ac. (Horace Walker) 500.00






47 ac. (Bullock) 4000.00
Bldg. 5000.00
Chandler, Estate of Henry T.
c o John Chandler, Executor
130 ac. ( Caverly Farm) 4000.00
Bldg. 3000.00
Chase, David
117 ac. 0£ int.) 2500.00
Bldg. 5000.00
Lot ( i/2 int.-H. Chase) 1500.00
House 3500.00
Chase, Paul H. (Heirs)
117 ac. (i/2 int.) 2500.00
Bldg. 8000.00




10 ac. Pine Lot (Espiefs) 1000.00
House 4000.00
Lot 70&71 100 ac. (P. Lamprey) 750.00
Cheney, Earl
1 ac. Home PI. Land 1000.00
Bldg. 2500.00
5 ac. (J. Bean Lot) 1000.00
Cheney, John G.






6.60 ac. (C.Watson) 1000.00
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7ac. (D. Johnson) 1000.00
Bldg. (C. Hersey-Guppy) 500.00
Christian, William H., Jr.





y2 ac. Lot 150' Shore (Henry-Porter) 6000.00
Camp 7000.00
Clapp, Henry S.

















2 ac. Lot (Freeman Evans) 1000.00
House 6000.00
Clinton, Wills
2 ac. 254' Shore (March) 9000.00
House 6000.00
Clough, Russell
2ac. (Andrew Welsh) 1000.00
Bldg. 3000.00
.6ac. (Henry Hayes) 500.00
Vet.
Colbert, Eugene T.









House & Garage 5000.00
89 ac. (Copp) 1500.00
15 ac. (Glidden Lot 1) 500.00






Land (Sawyer Place) 1000.00
Bldg. 4500.00
Conant, Hilda L.
5.6 ac. (R. Conant) 1000.00
50 ac. (Ransom) 500.00
House 12000.00
Conant, Roger B., Jr.
85 ac. 1500.00
Bldg. (Mattlege Bean Place) 6000.00










House & Store 6000.00




6 ac. (R. Piper Pasture) 1500.00
Camp 4500.00
Cowhig, Anna M.












Craigue, Kenneth E., Sr.
Land 1000.00




Lot 234 Hidden Valley (A. Cromer) 1000.00
Bldg. 4000.00
Crawford, George H.
Lot C 100' Shore (Dore) 4000.00








Lot 10 (Tupeck) 1000.00
Bldg. 3000.00
Crowther, Bruce
Lot 19 (Mirror Lake Est.-M. Blue) 2000.00
Bldg. 2000.00
Lot 1 10 ac. (Bennett Farm) 2000.00
Crusius, Carolyn
lac. 185' Shore (Shepard) 7400.00
Camp 14-1-14 4000.00
Vet.
Cullen, Carol B., "Trustee"




56 ac. (D. French) 1600.00
Cullen, Richard
Lot 5 (Russo-Melvin Garden) 3000.00










Land 300' Shore (Curry) 10000.00
Bldg. 10000.00
Davis, Arthur B.














1V2 ac. (PartC. Davis Field) 1000.00
Bldg. 3000.00
Davis, Franklyn H.
3 ac. (Dr. Berry-F. Boody
)
1000.00
5 ac. (Dame Rd.-H. Davis) 800.00
7 ac. (Harry Davis) 1000.00
Bldg. (Gordon PI.) 3000.00
Vet.
Davis, John J. (Heirs)
8.4 ac. (Olive Hersey) 1500.00
Bldg. 8000.00
1.15 ac. (O. Hersey) 500.00
Dearborn, Louie Jr.
3.5 ac. Land 1000.00
House (Leon & Mildred Dore) 3000.00
Vet.
Dearborn, Louie W. Sr.
5 ac. (T. H. Blaisdell) 1000.00
Bldg. 2500.00
5 ac. Gould Lot 500.00
DeCosta, John S.
8 ac. (R.Bennett) 1000.00
Home 2000.00
deRamer, Frank
Lot 4 (Philip Stockman) 1000.00
Bldg. 8000.00
DeRose, Joseph L.
Lot 9 (Mt. Shadows) 1000.00
Bldg. 6000.00
Detwiler, Richard M.




10 ac. (Grace DeVork) 1000.00
Vet.
DeVork, Grace





Camp ( Wawbeek) 4000.00
Lot 100.00
Rau Camp (K. Gately) 1000.00
Donahue, Richard F.





Lot 9 1/13 Shore (Winnishore) 1800.00




2.5 ac. (Burger) 500.00
Dore, Richard
2ac.Land 1000.00
Bldg. (Home PI.) 3500.00
Gould Lot 500.00
lac. (Bartlett-Bain) 500.00
Dow, Albert H. Jr.
2 ac. Land (Cor. 171 & Durgin Rd.) 1000.00
House-Barn-Garage 5000.00
1 ac. Land (Rt. 171) 1000.00
Shop Bldg. 2000.00
Dow, Kathryn
1 ac. Land 1000.00
Bldg. (Motley PI.) 2500.00
Dow, Leroy
20 ac. Land (Lamprey) 1300.00
Bldg. (Home PI.) 4000.00
Dow, Roland
2.5 ac. 1000.00
Bldg. (Home PI.) 2500.00
67 ac. 1500.00
Bldg. (Dow Farm) 4000.00
26 ac. 250' Shore (Glidden) 4500.00
25 ac. (Hersey) 200.00
Dow, Wayne
5ac. (R.Dow) 1000.00
Drowne, Edwin S. Jr.





Lot (Tucker-Lakey) 26-1-60 1000.00
Bldg. 3500.00









Trailer N. C. V.
Duncan, James H.
22% ac. Land (Wendell Skinner Bense)
New Home
Dunn, Kenneth G.







Lot 150' Shore (Millstone Pt.)
Bldg.
Edgerly, John I.





14 ac. (Great Meadow)
Edgerly, John I., Jr.
11 ac. (Part Company Lot or Hersey)


































































Lot (Bense & Skinner)
Bldg.
Farwell, Theodore


















Lot 2 225' Shore (Carillon Shores)
Bldg. 28-1-30
Flint, Harley A., Jr.
>






Lots 10 & 11 (Haverhill Acres - Lower Bay
Walter Hansen)
Bldg.








































Bldg. ( Bean House) 1500.00
Fowler, Robin
Lot (M. Goodhue-G.K. Goodhue, Jr.) 1000.00
Bldg. 2500.00
Franco, Thomas E.







Bldg. (Frank Bennett Pl.-Worthen) 3000.00
Vet.
Gage, George E.






Lot 3 10.3 ac. (G. Glidden) 2000.00
Bldg. 8000.00
Gariepy, Frank P.





Unit No. 1 (Gerrish House Condo.-Wawbeek Colony) 5000.00
Land 500.00
Gerrish, Mrs. Winslow F.
Unit B4 (York House-Wawbeek) 5000.00
Land 500.00
Getzelman, Willard A.
Lot 3 182' Shore 28-1-31 7200.00











42 ac. (Everett Ladd) 1300.00
Bldg. 5000.00
Gleason, George W.
10 ac. (Young-Leon Dore) North Line Rd. 1000.00
Bldg.-Garage 3500.00
Vet.
Godden, Harry M., Jr.














Part Copp Field 500.00
Vet.
Greenwood, Lionel
7 Cottages ( Winona-Cora Smith) 9000.00
125' Shore (Nellie Greenwood) 5000.00
Gribbel, John, 2nd
547 ac. (Asa Thompson) 20000.00
Bldgs. 18000.00
Grupp, Arthur C.
Land (T. Hunter) 1000.00
Bldg. 2500.00
Guarino, Anne J.




9.67 ac. (Bennett McWhirter) 1000.00
Bldg. 3500.00
Hale, Norman
V2 ac. (McDuffee - North Line Rd.) 1000.00
Bldg. - Garage 4000.00
Halepsis, Andrew
2.16 ac. (P. Brackett - junction
Rt. 171 & Canaan Rd.) 1000.00
Bldg. 12000.00
Haley, Bernard




5 ac. (Meadow-Home PI.) 1000.00
3Bldgs. 5000.00
Haley, Lawrence & Frances A.
3 ac. (Home PI.) 1000.00
Bldg. 3000.00
lac. (G. Hodgdon) 500.00
Haley, Kenneth E.
lac. (Home PI.) 1000.00
Bldg. 2000.00
Haley, Richard
Lot (Mrs. Howard Davis) 1000.00
House 5000.00
Hall, Gloria M.






11.5 ac. (C. Hansen, Sr.) 1000.00
Cottage 4000.00
Vet.
Hansen, Jon Cris (Heirs)




























Lot 23 (Henry Tupeck) 1000.00
Bldg. 1500.00
Hayden, George
Lot 10 (Senter Cove) 1500.00
Bldg. 4500.00
Hayes, Susan Kish
Lot 2 (Mt. Shadows) 1000.00
Lot 3 (Mt. Shadows) 750.00
Bldg. 6000.00
Hayes, William H., Sr.
Lot 4 B (Martin Hill) 1000.00
















Store (D. Thomas-Franco) 8000.00
Land 1500.00
Vet.





Newall Camps (Four Seasons) 10000.00
Hersey, Mrs. Harold G.
150 ac. 2200.00
Bldg. (Everett Hersey PI.) 5000.00
Hersey, John L.
124 ac. (John Hersey) 2000.00
Bldg. 3500.00
95 ac. Pasture 750.00
Log Cabins 1000.00
19 Mile Bay Land 1000.00
Heyl, John W.
Lot 9 100' Shore ( Berwind) 4000.00
Bldg. 7000.00
Hill, Diane
2.1 ac. (Marsan) 1000.00
138
Bldg. 4500.00
Hlushuk, Kenneth W. & Leora





11.6 ac. (L. Hlushuk) 1000.00
Bldg. 2000.00
Hobart, Earl W.
Lot 2 102' Shore 2000.00





3V2 ac. (Hersey Lot) 1000.00
House 2500.00
Hodgdon, David G.
5ac. (G. Hodgdon) 1000.00
Bldg. 3000.00
Hodgdon, Forrest W.
30 ac. (Burleigh Lot) 250.00
105 ac. (Lyford Lot 45) 800.00
50 ac. ( Ula Bean Lot) 400.00
25 ac. (G. Bean Lot) 250.00
85 ac. (Home PI.) 1700.00
Bldg. 4000.00
20 ac. ( Glidden Lot) 150.00
15 ac. (Woodlot) 100.00
175 ac. (Pond Lot) 2500.00
Hodgdon, Glenn





35 ac. (Part of Glidden Lot) 300.00
Hodgdon, Jeremy G.
6.51 ac. (Raeburn Hodgdon) 1000.00
Hodgdon, Natt Leslie
Lot (Winnie Thompson) 1000.00
House 2500.00
Hodgdon, Raeburn W.
5 ac. (Home PI.) 1000.00
Bldg. 4000.00
6 ac. (Jane Moody) 150.00
28V2 ac. (Geo. Priggin Lot) 300.00




Lot (Bennett Farm) 1000.00
House 4500.00




5 ac. (Morgan Lot) 1000.00









Hoohkirk, Norman F. (Heirs)





3 ac. ( Morgan Lot) 1000.00
Hooper, Ronald G.
75 ac. (Dudley Chick) 1800.00
Bldg. 2000.00
Hoopes, Matthew M.
10 ac. (Stevens Rudolph) 1500.00
Bldg. 4000.00
Hoover, Marjorie Wood
1 ac. 200' Shore 8000.00
Grace Wood Camp 4000.00
16 ac. (Henry Hayes) 1000.00
Vet.
Horle, Richard G.
Land 208' Shore 8000.00
Log Cabins 6000.00
Backland( Winter Harbor) 200.00
Hormell, Robert S.




















Howe, Edward R. (Heirs)





Lot 1 1.82 ac. (Paige) 500.00
Vet.
Hull, Herbert






Lot 2 126' Shore 5000.00
House 8000.00
Guest House 2500.00
25 ac. (Chase Backland) 1000.00
5 ac. (Backland) Basin 100' Shore 2000.00
Hunter, Benjamin A.
Lot 2 14 ac. (White) 1000.00
Hunter, Bradbury E.
37 ac. (Tate-Ladd) 1300.00
Bldg. 3500.00













Bldg. (Bald Peak Farm) 3000.00
50 ac. (George Ladd) 400.00
V2 ac. (Craig Lot) 500.00
6 ac. 130' Shore 14-3-43 5200.00
50 ac. (W. W. Treat) 400.00
141
15 ac. (Keasby-J. Hodgdon) 120.00
17 ac. (A. Bean) 150.00
Hunter, Thomas W.




57 ac. (Copp) 500.00
Camp on Mt. 100.00
Saw Mill 300.00
7 ac. 500.00
7 ac. 50' Shore (Harbor Area) 6000.00
14-3-46
1 ac. 150' Shore 14-3-45 6000.00
26 ac. (Hodgdon) 250.00
Hussey, Richard M.






6 ac. ( John Davis 1500.00
House 8000.00
Vet.
H. V. Development Corp.
Lots (NG) 68-229-F12-F16-F17-F18-
F20-F25-F28 900.00
Lots (G) 206-207-208-223-F19-F24-F26 2100.00
Lot 228 1000.00
Bldg. 3000.00
Lots (G ) 6-65-67-69-79-200 1000.00
Lots (F ) 23-27-29-30-34 1600.00
Lots 201-202-203-209-215-216-221 10000.00






V2 ac. (HomePl.-DanFernald) 1000.00
Bldg. 6000.00
Shop Lot (Pope) 150.00
Jameison, Robert F.




Lot 52 (Bennett Farm) 300.00
Johnson, Arthur A.
Lot 100' Shore (Waitt) 4000.00
Camp 2000.00
Lot (Ledge Hill Rd.-Drowne) 1000.00






1/2 Eaton Lot 500.00
Land 150' Shore 6000.00
Bldg. 5500.00

















Trailer N.C.M.H. Park (Folsom) 1800.00
Johnson, Roger A.
100 ac. (Bennett) 1900.00
Bldg. 8000.00
Johnson, Warren A.














Lot 76 (Paul Lazarus-Sunrise Dev. 1000.00
Bldg. 4500.00
Keyes, William
1 ac. Lot 1 (Tupeck-Ledge Hill Est.) 1000.00
House 3000.00
Lot 2 500.00
King, Kenneth B. (Heirs)






45 ac. 1327' Shore
Bldg.
3ac. 113' Shore (R. Straw)
Bldg.
Krippendorf, Ernest









Lot 14 (Mill Pond Meadow)
Bldg.
Lot (Rt. 109 Cor. Lanes End Rd.)










Lot 34 145' Shore (Mirror Lake Est.)
House
Laing, George
3/4 ac. (Part of Shepherd)
House
Backlot 100x145 (Ernest Clark)
Lanes End Inc.
Land 1320' Shore (Lanes End)
Bldg. 2-1-71
LaPlante, Raymond E.
1V2 ac. (Frank Rogers)
Bldg.
Laura, Bruno
46 ac. (Florence Woodmancy PI.)
Bldg.
Lawton, Lewis C.
25 ac. (Sodom Rd.-Moretti)
Bldg.











































60 ac. (Calvin Fernald PI.)
Bldg.
Leone, Mark F.
Lot 7 (Ledge Hill)
Bldg.
LeRoux, Edward G., Sr.
V^ac. (Hamblen)
Camp


















Libby, Robert C, Sr.






Livingston, Mrs. Donald E.
lac. 400' Shore (Galloup)
Camp
V4 of Lot 9 (Hurlburt-Pheeney)
Lot 10 (Hurlburt-Pheeney)
Livingston, Donald





































Lot 4.89 ac. 2500.00
Bldg. 8500.00








Lot (Holmquist-Ledge Hill Rd.) 1000.00
Bldg. 4500.00
Lundquist, Courtney




V2 ac. (Horner) 300.00
7 ac. (Stevens) 750.00
House 6000.00
Macleod, Patricia


















2 ac. (Evelyn Evans) 1000.00
Bldg. (P. Davis) 2500.00
Markley, Elizabeth
7 ac. 1000.00
Gertrude Watson House 3500.00
Marlatt, Wilmot R.





Lot 3 (PineneedleCove) 28-3-9 1200.00
Bldg. 5000.00
V4 int. in right of way & Beach (R. Heald) 28-3-11 800.00
Marzerka, Edward A.


















Lot 10 124' Shore (Hidden Valley) 2500.00
Bldg. 5000.00
McGowen, Brian K.




Lot 46 150' Shore (Cow Island) 6000.00
Camp 500.00
McKenney, Oraetta M.




Melvin Village Community Church
Land (Cummings-Maclean) 1000.00
Mendenhall, J. Dean
lac. (Olive Hersey) 1000.00
Bldg. 3500.00
Merrill, David A.
Lot 3 7.752 ac. 1000.00
Bldg. 2000.00
Metz, Steven E.














Mirror Lake Estates Assoc.
Lot 12 100' Shore (Bennett Farm) Right of Way 2000.00
Missud, Fletcher A.
lac. (Frank Hersey) 1000.00
Bldg. 3500.00
25 ac. (Darius Beacham) 200.00
Mitchell, Bernard W.






1 ac. (G. Hodgdon) 1000.00
Bldg. 2000.00









lac. (Charles Hersey) 1000.00
Bldg.-Garage 3500.00
Mixer, John
Land (Lamprey Lane-Folsom) 1000.00
Trailer 1200.00
Montgomery, David
Lot 1 2.15 ac. (James Taylor) 1000.00
Bldg. 4000.00
Moore, Maude B.
Land 12' Shore (Humphrey) 1000.00
Cottage 1500.00
Morewood, Nancy G. Palmer
Lot 60 ac. (Garland Corp.) 1500.00
Camp 3000.00
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Morgan, Lloyd C, Jr.




Land 50 ac. 1500.00
Bldg. (Elm House) 3500.00
Vet.
Morrill, Hazel
192 ac. (Lewis Vittum) 3000.00
Bldg. 7000.00
Morris, Alfred Gilmore
3ac. (Home PI.) 1000.00
Bldg. 500.00
Morris, Graydon R.















North Country Village, Inc.
83.6 ac. (Blaisdell-Lamprey) 1000.00





18.4 ac. (Phyllis Peterson) 1500.00
Bldg. 6200.00
15 ac. Woodland (Warren Massey-
Phyllis Peterson) 300.00
Ocor Products Corp.




Bldg. (Canaan Rd.) 5000.00
Guest House (Rumpf) 2000.00
149
O'Grady, Eva J.
3V2 ac. (WawbeekRd.) 1000.00
House 6000.00
2 ac. Backland (Wawbeek Rd.
)
500.00
45 x 50 (Merrymount Sec. Lake Shore) 14-4-2 2000.00
Vet.
Olivolo, Louis, (Heirs)












Packard, Mary & D. Barwis
160 ac. (Jones-Canny) 1500.00
Page, Lincoln R. & Milton L.
50 ac. (M. Lord-Morrison) 1500.00
Bldg. 3000.00
Page, Shirley Tarbell












25' Shore (BickfordEst., Winn.) 2000.00
House 2000.00
Patton, James P.
5V2 ac. (Malloy-Hoyt) 1000.00
Bldg. 3500.00
Peake, Margaret H.
Lot 14 (R. Blumit) 1000.00
Bldg. 5000.00
Pease, Chester


















4V2 ac. (Olive Hersey)
House
Phelps, Ivan D.














Lot 3 (Blackberry Hill Est.
)
Phinney, Fenella A.
Lot 5 (Prospect Hill)
Bldg.
















































68.7 ac. (Baker) 1500.00
Bldg. 7500.00
Piper, Richard P.








18 ac. (Dame-Abbott, Rec. Dev. Co.) 1800.00
Bldg. 4500.00
Vet.
Preston, Leonard & Emma
Lot 1 35 ac. (P. Cook) 1500.00
Bldg. 5000.00
Lotl 2ac. (Ayers) 1000.00
Bldg. 4000.00
Pulsifer, David C.
Lot232(H. V. Dev.) 1000.00
Bldg. 2500.00
Purinton, Richard M.
Land (Bennett Farm) 1500.00
Bldg. 7000.00
Ramsbotham, Richard S.










Land 125' Shore (Lanes End Rd.) 5000.00
House-Garage 3000.00
Ready, William E.





2 Lots 300' Shore 10000.00
Bldg. 5000.00
3 ac. Backland 200.00









Lot 2 100' Shore (Shore Acres-Brendell) 4000.00
Camp 5000.00
Rennie, Wallace
Lot 107' Shore (DeGroot) 2000.00
House 6000.00
Repetta, Arthur D.








Hurricane Island 12-1-4 1000.00
12 ac. Wood Lot ( Addie West) 150.00
30 ac. Wood Lot (Pinkham) 1200.00
House 4000.00
Corner Lot & Backland (Piper) 1000.00
Riddle, Emma W.
67 ac. (James Doe) 1500.00
Bldg. 4000.00
Ridlon, Arnold











3V2 ac. (J.M.Welch) 1000.00
Bldg. 2000.00
Robie, Marion H.
V2 ac. Lot & Island 1000.00
Store 4000.00
84 ac. (Dame Lot) 1000.00
5ac. (CoppLot) 400.00
Roessiger, Denis A.
200' Shore (Mirror Lake-Curry) 1000.00
House (Grace Johnson) 2000.00
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50 ac. (J. Edward-Saum) 1500.00
Bldg. 4000.00
Roome, Anne B.
Lots 13-14-15-16 400' Shore (Cow Island) 38-1-13 6000.00
Camp 3000.00
Roome, William J.
5ac. LotC (Bennett) 1000.00
Bldg. 8000.00




10 ac. (Gillett) 1000.00
Bldg. 4000.00
Roseen, Paul B.





44 ac. 600' Shore 14000.00










2.2 ac. (J. F. Rumpf) 1000.00
Bldg. 3000.00
Rumpf, John
98ac. (E. Baker) 1700.00
Bldg. 6500.00
Russ, Col. Lawrence G.







Lot 18 (R. S. R.) 1500.00
Bldg. 4000.00
Saba, Elias (Heirs)





300' Shore (A. Fox) 10000.00
200' Shore (Newall) 4000.00
Bldg. 11000.00
lac. Lot (Hayes) 1000.00
Cottage 3500.00
Sargent, Fred
V2 ac. Butler 1000.00
Bldg. 3500.00
90 ac. Burleigh-Deland-Thompson 1050.00
90 ac. C. Smart-Wakefield 1000.00
30 ac. Richardson 200.00
Saunders, Priscilla





Land (Part Neal Scott) 1000.00
Bldg. 4000.00
Sayce, Edward F.







Schaier, Trustees of Arnold E.
110 ac. (Allen-Emery, Rt. 171) 1500.00
Schaier, Arnold E.
Lot 2 (J. Allen) 1000.00
Bldg. 6500.00
45 ac. (Emery) 1000.00
Schellinger, Harold, Jr.









3.88 ac. (D.Peterson) 1000.00
Bldgs. 6000.00
Schulte, Van A.
3 ac. 500' Shore (E.R. Whitten)
70' Shore (Woodward) 15000.00
Bldg. 4500.00
Schultz, Arnold R.
Lot 5 150' Shore 28-1-33 6000.00
Bldg. 10000.00












Lot 2 (Carl Hansen-Prospect Hill) 1500.00
Bldg. 7500.00
Severance, Roland T.
lac. (Piper PI.) 1000.00
Bldg. 5000.00
53 ac. (Geo. Wiggin) 750.00















Ill' Shore 14-1-26 2200.00
Skinner, Harold P.




V2 ac. (Home PI.)
Bldg.
Smedal, Dr. Magnus I.
Land 400' Shore (BiggiPl.-Boycroft)
Bldg.
Vet.
Smith, Clifton E. (Heirs)
2ac. (HomePl.)
Bldg.
Smith, Doris C. & Charlotte Dinsmore


































Lot 14-15 (B. Williams, Union Wharf Rd.
)
Southard, Albert J.


















































Lot 3 (Tuftonboro Colony)
Bldg.
Stevens, Weston





Stockman, Frank L., Jr.




Stockman, Frank L., Sr.























































44 ac. (Wiggin) 1300.00
House-Garage 5000.00




lV2 ac. (D. Mclntire) 1000.00
Trailer 2000.00
Svenson, C. Norman










300' Shore 14-3-38 10000.00
House 9000.00





Lot G 95' Shore (Bennett Farm - R. Rogers) 2000.00
Bldg. 6000.00
Taylor, Bradley L.
Land (Kenneth Craigue-Pigott) 1000.00
Bldg. 3000.00
Taylor, James A.




Lot 200' Shore (Boycroft) 8000.00
Camp 6500.00
Thomas, Donald S.
Land 115' Shore 14-1-27 2300.00
Apt. House 5000.00





















5 ac. Shore 11000.00








Lot 17 (Blumit) 500.00





5 ac. (Home PI.) 1000.00
Bldg. 2000.00
Turner, Ruth M.
Lot 2 100' Shore 4000.00
Camp 2700.00
Lot 3 107.7' Shore 4200.00
Camp 2700.00
Lot 4 85.5' Shore (Melvin Gardens) 3400.00
Urquhart, Anna W.






8V2 ac. (Steadman) 1000.00
Bldg. 5000.00
Varney, Mrs. Betty W.













2 % ac. (Ciolfi) 2000.00
Bldg. 8000.00
Vittum, Norman
2ac. (Home PI.) 1000.00
Bldg. 3500.00




5.8 ac. (Gould-Adjutant) 1000.00
Bldg. 3500.00
Wakefield, Ruth
% ac. Lot 1000.00
House 3000.00
Walker, Catherine
Lot 193' Shore (Harold Nute) 7500.00
Camp 10000.00
Walter, Esther V.
3 ac. (Home PI.) 1000.00
Bldg. 2500.00
Walsh, Earl L.





Lot 120' Shore (White-Leavitt) 4800.00
House 5200.00
Vet.
Warren, John S. (Heirs)
Lot 101' Shore (Hills-Wilcox) 4000.00
House 14-1-10 4400.00
Watters, John E.
Lot 214 (H. V. Dev.) 1000.00
Bldg. 3000.00
Watts, Dr. Winthrop F.
Lots 300' Shore ( Whitten
)
10000.00
Camp-2 Car Garage 7500.00
Vet.
Webster, Mrs. Marjorie








7ac. (D. Palmer) 1000.00
Vet.
Wells, Kenneth A.
Lot 4 4 ac. 160' Shore 6400.00
Bldg. 10000.00,
Wer, SFC Jose'




Lot 12-13 Lot A ( Willard) 3000.00
Bldg. 3000.00
Whipple, Diane
5 ac. (Richard Heath) 1000.00
House 3000.00
White, Donald















12 ac. (JohnWiggin) 200.00
50 ac. (Jonathan Hersey) 400.00
50 ac. (Peter Hersey) 400.00
40 ac. (JohnWiggin) 300.00
25 ac. (Everett Hersey) 200.00
Wing PI. 1000.00
Bldg. 2000.00
50 ac. (TomWiggin) 400.00
28 ac. (Elisha Woodworth) 250.00
20 ac. (Jerrel) 200.00
50 ac. (Charles Piper) 400.00
5 ac. (John Edgerly) 100.00
45 ac. (DeCouer) 300.00
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100 ac. (Home PI.) 1500.00
Bldg. 5000.00
Whitten, Edward R.






Lot 225' Shore (Levi Ferguson) 8500.00
House 6500.00
Wiggin, Mrs. Blanche H.
Land 300.00
Lot 40x360 (A. Sanborn) 200.00
Bldg. 2000.00
Wiggin, Thelma
1 ac. Ferguson 1000.00
Bldg. 2500.00
Wilkin, Hugh
Lot (Bald Peak) 306' Shore (Pine Point) 10120.00
Bldg. 2-1-5 2-1-6 4000.00
Willard, Beverly A.




Land 100' Shore (Durgin PI.) 4000.00
Bldg. 14-1-23 2000.00
Willetts, Howard E.
Lot (P. MacLeod) 1000.00
House 4000.00
Williams, Cheryl A.
10 ac. (A.Gilman) 1000.00
Bldg. 3500.00
Williams, Judith N.
2 ac. (Martin PI.) 1000.00
Bldg. 3500.00
Williams, Roger
77 ac. (J.M.Haley) 1600.00
Bldg. 3500.00




19 ac. (Wingate Field) 150.00
3ac. (HomePl.) 1000.00
Bldg. 3500.00
29 ac. (Remnant) 300.00
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lac. (Wingate) 50.00
25 ac. (Bean Lot) 250.00
Vet.
Windleblo Corp.









Land (Alfred Watson PI.) 1000.00
Bldg. 2000.00











Wood, William H., Jr.
lOac. (Neal) 1000.00
Bldg. 8000.00
200 ac. (Sargent) 2600.00
Twin Mtn. Farm 2500.00







Worthington, Arthur L., Jr.
Lot 4 (ML Shadows) 1000.00
Bldg. 5000.00
Wright, Donald C.












Young, Carl & Donald L. Ducharme
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